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Title word cross-reference

+ [ML97]. 21/2 [PSTW97]. 3
[And96b, And96c, BG95a, BG95b, CLPR96, CJ98, Dan98b, DLSR98, DM97, HMRL95, ID99, KS98a, LMM96, LCM96, MKJ99, Man98, MD98a, MD98b, MB95b, Nic97, RJS95b, RJN95a, Ros97, SS95d, Sun97, Vac96b, VT98, Van98, VB95c, WSS98, WS99, War98]. F [AS93a, AS93b]. $GML$
[Ens97].

-an [Roe87]. -Distribution [AS93b].
-Percentiles [AS93a].
0-470-21126-1 [BC90].


3 [Ano95-43, Ano95b, Aro96, Bry98, CNH99, Hen99, Nag99, Pel97a, Pel97b, SBS95a]. 3-D [Ano95-43, Ano95b, CNH99, Hen99, Nag99, Pel97a, Pel97b, SBS95a]. 3-space [AP96].


3rd [Ano90g, Ano99d, BP96, Gup97, RM95b, Ano92a]. 4 [Bro98h, BH98b, Bry99, Cas98, CH99a, Cea98, Cla98, Dar97, Dar98, D*99, Dre97, Dre98, Hol99b, Hol99a, HUW98a, L99a, LO+99b, LD97a, LD97b, LD98, LT98, LT99, Mul98, OH97a, OH97b, OH97c, Oli98a, Oli98b, Pat98, PS98b, Pfa97a, Pfa98a, PG98, Phi98a, Phi98b, PW99, RLA98, RR98b, RR98c, RR99a, RR99b, RR99c, San99, SSB98, Ste98, SMiPM98, SM98b, Tay98, T98, TSP98, TJD98, TPM99, Via98a, Via98b, WM98, ZFK97]. 4.0 [Eva98a, Eva98b, Gra98, LO+97, LO98, Mac98, MP98b, MP98c, MP99, Ram98, RR97b, SM98a, W98b, MP97, MP98a, MM99b, Nat98, Nat99a, Ram99, Rob98]. 4.x [MK98d]. 4.X. [MK98f, MS98b, MK98f, CL98g, MK98h, MK98i]. 400 [Ano96v].


6 [Web95b]. 6-10 [Ano96-34]. 6-8 [MM97]. 6-in-1 [Sta97]. 63rd [Ano97a]. 6th [Ano93j, Ano95e, Ano98n, Ano99b, BBKF95, CL99, GTJW97, RT95, RM95b].


8 [TD95]. '88 [Ano88d, Ano88f]. 8879 [Rie94, BC90]. '89 [Ano89c]. 8e [Bos97]. 8th [Bos97, Bou97b, BDV95, Ibr95, Nad90].

9 [Tow95]. 9-11 [Jac98]. '90 [Ano90g, Ano90h, Hen90, VD90]. 9000 [DGG+92]. '91 [Lic91, Man91]. '92 [ACM92]. '93 [Ano93c, Ano93j, Bon93, Sch93]. '94 [ACM94a, Ano93c, Ano94f, Ano94h, Ano94o, BGG+94, IE94a, IE94b, Khe94, PK94a, ZBW94, Wid94, LR94]. '95 [ACM99a, ABHY96, Ano95e, Bea95b, BH95b, BDV95, IE95b, KR95, LM95b, NM95b].
RT95, Rut96a, Ste95a, Gan96, NF96, WF98b. 95/Java [Sha95a]. 95/Windows [Mac98]. 9573-11 [Int92a, Int92b]. 9573-13 [Int91c]. 95th [Ano98d]. ’96 [ACM96b, ACM96c, ACM96d, Ano96v, ABG96, BBJR96, GSV96, HK95b, IEE96g, IEE96k, IEE96m, IEE96j, KAKZ96, RM96a, Ass96, VC96, Win97b]. ’97 [ACM99b, AR97, Ano97-37, AA97, DC97, HF97, IEE97c, Kuc97, M+97, PM97, RS97, SSK97, USE97a, Wae97, YH97, Car97, Ven97]. ’97s [IEE97e]. ’98 [ACM98, ACM98, Ano98m, Ano99b, COW98, EAZ98, HAB98, Heu98, HS98, IEE98c, IEE98e, LB98a, LMT98, MNW98, NS98, NDM98, QSBC98, Sk98, SC98]. ’99 [FS99, Sk98, Ten99, ABB99]. 9th [BH95b, FJ92, IEE98e, QSBC98, RM96a, Ste96d].

= [Bos97, CBO93, HiKgK98, HUW98a, Int86b, Int88c, Int88d, Int88i, Int88e, ML97, Mos96].

[APB+99]. Application
[ABO98a, ABO98b, Ano94n, Ano95p, Ano96-31, FR97, Fre98, Gre98b, Int92a, Int92b, KW96c, KH95b, Lam96, OSE97, Ost94b, Th95, TTS97, Zha95, Zim95, Asss6a, Asss6b, Asss67, Asss67, Asss67c, Asss67, Ano94p, BM95, BK99, Dan98b, Dra96, Hon95, KPIE99, Lam96, OSE97, Ost94b, SSB97, Th95, Zha95, Asss6a, Asss6b, Asss67, Ano94p, BMY95, BM99, Dan98b, Dra96, Hon95, KPIE99, Lam96, OSEM, OSEM +96, PSS88, Roe97, RM95b, SIB96, Smi87a, Smi87b, YT96].

Application-Oriented [ABO98a, ABO98b].


approach [Abr99].

SM95, Sun98b, Ano92i, Ano95-29, BG95a, BHS+96, CB96, KCCJ95, Lev96c, WiI99c, DO96, browser-based [CB96]. Browsers [GNSP95, Lin96, Tus97, GK95b, GK95a, GG96, Ret96]. Browsing [AVFC98, Gra95b, Koh95, Law98, NN97, Spe95, Whi96c, CL99, Dob97a, HG96a, INIK96, HG96b, Lin97a, Pes95, VMM98]. Brussels [Ano90d, Ano97y]. Bryant [Wil98]. BSDIA’97 [MB97b]. Buchhandler [Neu96]. Buchhandler-Vereinigung [Neu96]. Budapest [EA99, SS97]. Build [NS95a, Pan95, Pl97a, Ano95b, BC96, HN96b, Mec96]. builder [NT91]. buildings [Bal96b]. Building [ACM96d, Ano95c, Bai93, Be95a, Blu95a, Can95, CF99, DMH98, For96c, Hei96, Hob98, HH99b, Key94, KMS99, Lau94, Lew97, Mar95a, MGB96, MD98a, Mc98b, PCL+95, Pe97b, PGRC97, SC99, TRMR97, Th97, Thr95, TSW96. T+97, Tra97, Ano99d, BC96, DPB91, DM95, HW96a, HW97, MD98b, Pes95, WB96, Y99]. C-ODA [KMK95]. C/C [Ret96]. CA [ACM99b, Ano96-39, Ano97x, Ano97-31, Ano98a, BT97, Bee97b, BBKF95, MWE97, NDM98, Ten99, USE95, Ass96, Whi96b]. cable [Ubo96]. Caching [DHR97, PR95b, BC95, CB95b, GS95c]. CAD [Ano96i, PR98b, Ros97, Ano96-29]. CAD/CAM [Ano96i]. CAE [Ano96-29]. Caere [Gan96]. Café [Ano97-51]. CAI [MS97, NANK96]. CAI-SYSTEM [MSMY97]. Cal [Van98]. Calculate [AS93a]. Calculus [Gog90]. CALIBER [MM97]. CALIBER-97 [MM97]. CALICO [BBJ96]. California [ACM94a, ACM98, Ano98u, Bea95b, BE99, BFM96, BUP99, CEC96, CC99, FV96, IEEE95b, IEE96e, IEE96j, IEE97d, IEEE98a, KJ98, LB98a, LZ98, NM95b, NW97, SS97, SB97, SR98, USE98, USE96, USE97b, USE98, VC96, W98b, Goo94]. Caligari [Fis96b]. Call [An90c, SR93, Sra96]. calls [Go96]. CALS [Ano93c, Ano93j, Ano95c, CH90, H91, IN96, Kik96, Lev93a, OrI93, Per96, Smi91, Sun89, SIF96, Zim95]. CALS/CE [OrI93]. CAM [Ano96i]. Cambridge [Ano96-33, Tea97b, Tea98b]. Campos [d97]. Campus [LK95, RL95a, Sea95, She95, VD98]. Campus-Wide [RL95a, She95]. can [Ano95-35, Ano97k, Tt98]. Canada [Ano97b, Ano99i, Bos97, DP98b, FW96, IEE95f, IEE98b, JM96, MG94c, WNC95, KCFP95]. Canadian [Bo97, VS95]. canadien [Bo97]. cannot [BEE95]. CANSIM [KCFP95]. Capabilities [Col95d, Ano96-32, Dav92, FMFV98, PS96, Sun89]. capability [Dun95e]. CAPS [AW93, Eng93, WT93]. capture [VY88]. Car [KK98]. Card [AB95]. Care [Gar95, KD98, Kis95, MMRS98, S95+95, Tea97b, Tea98b, Ch98, EC93, GJ97, ID98, Mas97]. careers [Mat97]. Caribbean [Wi98]. Carlo [GS96]. Carolina [RS97]. carrefour [Ano96i]. cas [BK99]. Cascading [LB97, RR98a, BO98, JT97, JT98, LB99a]. CASCON [BBG+94]. Case [ABB99, Ano97c, Ano97f, Boa95, Cam98, Can95, Dra95b, EGH95, FK96, GK95c, HY96, Per95, Sh98, WiI93c, BIL95, BM94, Bur99a, Dra95a, GB95a, GS95c, Kir91, SC98, VN95, TT93, AB99]. Case-Based
Co-existence [WD91, WD90]. Coast [DE96]. CoBase [CMB93]. Code [CGLV94, Fry95b, IZ98, NL95, Ret96, Mol95b].

CODE-consistent [Mol95b]. codebook [HG96a, HG96b]. Coding [Dav95b, Ano93d, Hol87, O’C97, Tau97].

Cognitive [Ano93a, Ran98]. coherence [Kah95, SL97]. Cold [Oly96].

Collaboration [BLG*95, FLF95b, RW95a, Bon92, FLF95a, Fuc96a]. Collaborative [CPR98, IEE96j, LCLL98, MBH95a, MG94a, MBH95b, MR93a, MR93b, ZR93a]. Collaboratory [WAO*95]. Collaborative [CPR98, IEE96j, LCLL98, MBH95a, MG94a, MBH95b, MR93a, MR93b, ZR93a].

Collaboration [BLG*95, FLF95b, RW95a, Bon92, FLF95a, Fuc96a]. Collaborative [CPR98, IEE96j, LCLL98, MBH95a, MG94a, MBH95b, MR93a, MR93b, ZR93a]. Collaboratory [WAO*95].
Ano98l, Ano98m, Ano99f, BKS98, BBJR96, Bor96, Bot93, Cha95b, Che97, CJ95, Coy97, DCG+95, EAZ98, FJ92, Gar95, Hah91, IEE92, IEE96d, IEE97g, IEE98c, IEE98a, Joy98, Kle96, LLY97, MIZ96, MR95, Mel99, MWEK97, Owe95, Reb95, SSH87, SSK97, Ska98, Ska99, Tea97b, Tea98b, TS96, Van95c, VD90, WZ91, dN97, FWDV93, FA94, KPD96, Mar94, MR93b, NANK96, Soa98, Sun97, Wil92.

computer-aided [LLY97].

Computer-assisted [WZ91].

Computer-Mediated [MR95].

computer-readable [FWDV93].

Computerized [LG94b].

Computers [Ano89a, Ano96f, Ano96-33, Ano99e, DBE95, DGBH93, FJV96, HMMSS95, IEE95g, IEE96l, IEE96i, IDK98, Mei97, Mos96, Nad90, OMY97, Uns96, Van95b, VC96, Ano94e, Ano97v, Ano97-43, CH90, Gar95, GB95c, KJR98, SSK97, Ten99, VB95b, Kho94]. ComSec [Ano90g]. con [McF97b].

Concept [DWV95, Per96, Shr95, Ano99d, BP96].


Conceptual [Cov96, Gre98b]. Concerns [Mar95c]. Concise [Bra96b]. Concurrent [Deb97, SMH99, FWDV93]. Condition [Ric95c]. Conference [ACM92, ACM93a, ACM93b, ACM93c, ACM94a, ACM94b, ACM95b, ACM95c, ACM96b, ACM96d, ACM97b, ACM98, ABY94, AR97, ABB99, Ano88b, Ano88e, Ano88d, Ano88f, Ano88g, Ano89a, Ano89c, Ano90a, Ano90h, Ano91c, Ano91d, Ano91f, Ano93c, Ano93f, Ano93a, Ano93i, Ano93s, Ano94e, Ano94m, Ano94o, Ano94r, Ano95c, Ano95k, Ano95m, Ano95-34, Ano95-37, Ano96d, Ano96a, Ano96b, Ano96-34, Ano96-35, Ano96-33, Ano96-31, Ano96-36, Ano97b, Ano97z, Ano97x, Ano97-42, Ano98a, Ano98m, Ano98q, Ano98s, Ano98u, Ano99e, Ano99h, Ano99a, ABG96, AA97, Bar96, BKS98, Bea95b, BFY93, BB94, Bow97, BH95b, BFH98, BDV95, BKS96, BUP99, BCG99, COW98, CM96, Cha96b, Cha95b, CL99, CL97, Col95c, Coy97, DG97, DE95, DE96, Dés86, DP98b, FD91, Fur90, Gra96d, HAB98, IEE92]. Conference [IEE93a, IEE93b, IEE94a, IEE95a, IEE95f, IEE96d, IEE96e, IEE96a, IEE96f, IEE96b, IEE96g, IEE96k, IEE96i, IEE96e, IEE97a, IEE97c, IEE97b, IEE97f, IEE97e, IEE97d, IEE97g, IEE98c, IEE98a, IEE98d, IEE98b, IEE98e, IEE98f, Ibr95, IR94, Isk96, Jac98, JM96, K+98, KAKZ96, Kum96, LB98a, Lav97, Lic91, LM95b, Man93, Man95, MTH99, MG94c, M+97, Mur92a, Mur92b, MDK98, NDM98, WW95, PK94b, PS95, QSB98, Rii97, RPWW96, RM95b, SSS7, SSS9, SSK97, SSB7, SV98, Sk98, Sk99, Sol88, Su96, Ten99, TS96, To98, TR92, USE87, USE89, USE95, USE98, VD90, VD98, Ve96, V+96, Wae97, W+98a, WNC95, ZBW94, van88, ACM96a, ACM97a, Ano90c, Ano93j, Ano95a, Ano95j, Ano96f, Ano96n, Ano97d, Ano97h, Ano97v, Ano97-31, Ano98d, Ano98o, Ano98t, Ano99b, Ano99f].

conference [Ano99i, BBKF95, Cai94b, Col98, Dud97, ERPNS97a, ERPNS97b, Gau96a, GSG98, Gup97, Heu98, HB98, HS98, IEE95b, JRV96, LLY97, Lit96, LR94, Mei97, MR99b, Ner97, NS98, OW95, PE95, PK94a, RT95, RSV99, Tea97b, Tea98b, USE96, Ano88g, Ano92a, Cai94a].

conferences [Ano96-40]. Conferencing [DL95c, MKBB95]. Conference [LMT98].

configuration [Go96]. Conformance [Ano91b, AC93, Ame91, Lew91].

conforming [Ass86a, Ass86b, Ass87a, Ass87b, Ass87c, Ass88]. Congrès [CBO93].

Congress [CBO93, EAZ98, Kho94, Min96, Sch93,
OM96, OSEMV95, RRS+93, Sak94, Uza92, VY88, Wh69, WF89, WF90, INIK96.

Databases [Ano96-37, Ano97k, Ano97u, DWV95, MYBP98, ML97, Neg95, OL97, PR98c, PR98b, AMFL+95, BMN94, DB91, DB95, Gon94, GSE+94, HKM+96, Hic94, Ish94a, LR94, Lo94, LZSD95, LG94b, MNA91a, MNA91b, Mili93, NT191, Ner97, NS96, O’C92b, O’C92c, Rod92, Sch95b, Wei93, Whi96b, WSM93, YIU96].

DataBasics [O’C92a, O’C92b].

DataBlade [Ube94].

DataViz [Ano95g].

Datenbanksystem [RH97].

DAV [Coh99].

Davenport [Dou92a].

days [Cea96a, Lem96a, MC97a, Lem95b, LD97a, LT98, LT99, NH99].

DBMS [DAE+94, DAOD95, Sto93].

DC [Kho94, ACM96b, Ano95-37, Ano97-27, BFY93, Cim96, IEE97g, LMT98, Oke93, Oke95].

DCE [LZ95].

Debrecen [Ano99e].

Debugging [OMY97].

debut [VB96].

Dec [PE95].

Decades [PSTW97, Win97a].

December [ACM96c, ABY94, Ano97y, Ano99d, BP96, LL97, NM95b, Oke93, RJ95, RMG98, So88, USE97b].

Decentering [Pet95].

d’echange [Int88c, Int88d].

Decision [Ano95h, Eng94, KD98, KS95b].

Declarations [MGH93].

Decrease [CM90].

DEDICATED [Ano96c].

deductive [RRS+93].

defence [HLS97].

DEWRITE [CM90].

Demands [For96c, For99].

demise [Mun95].

demo [CNH95].

demonstrated [Wei96b].

d’entités [Int91d].

department [Ano90d].

depository [MN95a].

depth [Ano95f].

describe [LT86].

describing [Hei95, LS98, Rol91, VG9B95].

Description [ASWS98, LR95, Smi92a, Smi92b, Wei96b, BB93, Intxx, Kom91, MK98, New90, Wei96a].

descriptions [Tay95a, Tay95b].

descriptive [CJ90].

Design [ACM96e, Bly96, BR96b, Coy97, DLSR98, Dav98, DiN95, Div98, FNN97, Gra96a, HSCZ99, HTL95, JD96, KCCJ95, Lut98, MD94, MH96, MS95c, OSYM97, PWHK98, Que98, RW96b, Rem97, RKL+98, SSK97, Tea97a, Tho97, WDM97, Wan99, WIE97, Ano96i, BIL95, CMB93, Com97a, Com97b, DGG+92, Gre98b, HK96b, H+96, HK97, KGK94, Kuu96, Lam97, LL97, YF96, NS95b, O’C97, PMT98, PJ98, RJ98, Rol98, SRB96, Sko98, Spe99, WNN96, WW98, WK96+96].

designed [Sha98].

Designer [Ano96g, Ano96-32, Kau96, Wil92].

designers [Mar99].

Designing [SS98].

Developer [Ada97b, MLD+99, O’R97, VRM98, Cow99, Dos99b, HK98, HL97, Rul98, Rul99].

developers.com [Hol97, Pur98].

Developers [McG98a, Ano96-41, Mul96b].

Developing [Fee98, Hoc93a, Ito98, Iv95].
Jam98, Lap99, LG95, MA96, Mar95b, ML97, She95, VT99, Fra99, MTU99, Reh95.

Development
[Ano93s, Ano97c, Bee97a, Boa95, Fer93b, IEE96h, KLM94, KIM+97b, Kro99, LHKC96, MSMY97, NANK96, Nak94, OST94a, Rem97, TSY+95, Tew95, You96, AB999, Ano90d, Ano97-33, Ano99g, Boo96, BB90, Buc97, Gol96, Kom93b, Line94, Neg92, Ru96, TF95, YT96, Kro99].

Developments
[Ano93s, Ano97c, Bee97a, Boa95, Fer93b, IEE96h, KLM94, KIM+97b, Kro99, LHKC96, MSMY97, NANK96, Nak94, OST94a, Rem97, TSY+95, Tew95, You96, AB999, Ano90d, Ano97-33, Ano99g, Boo96, BB90, Buc97, Gol96, Kom93b, Line94, Neg92, Ru96, TF95, YT96, Kro99].

Development
[Ano906u, BS94, BB91, OKT92, vSSW93].

device
[BE99, Mor99a].

device-independent
[BE99].

DEXA
[Ano91c, QSBC98, RT95, TR92].

d'experts
[LO99a].

Dexter
[KCCJ95, MR93a, ZR93a].

Dexter-Groupware
[MR93a, ZR93a].

DF
[And97].

DFN
[Sch90a, Sch90b].

DHTML
[LB99b, Mud98, Ram98, Ram99, Tea98a].

Diagnostics
[Col95d].

Dialects
[Ano95i].

dico
[Dre98].

DICOM
[GFH96, Pri96c].

dictionaries
[AT88, FWDV93, IV95].

Dictionary
[Ano88g, Bra89, Faw93, Zha95].

di
[Ano97-53].

diff
[Tit98].

diff
[Ano97k].

distributable
[Ano97k].

Distribution
[DS96, FBMM95, FFKO99, GS87, HLS97, HK94, IEE96b, IEE96m, IEE97f, IEE98d].

dissected
[Tit98].

disambiguation
[Ano97].

disco
[Ano95z, Bra95, Faw93, Zha95].

different
[AP96].

dimension
[Ano97-45, AW93, Bou95a, BK93a, BK93b, Can89, Car92, Car92, CPW95, CGW96, Cze98, DHR97, Dur90, Gra83, Gue98b, vH87, HH99b, IE93b, IE95f, IE97f, Int86a, Int88f, Int88g, Int88c, Int88d, Lev96a, Lev93b, LQ97, LZ98, MM90b, Nag95, O’K95, O’K95].

directions
[Kum96].

directives
[LT86].

Disease
[Ano96b].

DIS
[Intxx].

Disabilities
[Mur92b].

Disability
[Mur92a, Mur92b].

disabled
[BEE+94a, BEE+94b, BEE96a].

Disambiguation
[Ano97].

Discovering
[BR95, CR95b, Pf97a, Pf97a].

Discovery
[Boy95, HPS95, SMC+96, SBD+95, SBD+95, BDH+95, HKM+96, Wei95].

discussed
[Tit98].

Disjunctions
[GL94].

Disparate
[BSF98].

Dispenser
[PD95].

Display
[GLTH98, LG94a, ORCK95, SNLT96, SD98, Ber96a, CM95, NTR98].

displays
[BFM96].

Displets
[VC97].

Dissection
[RJN95b, RJN95a].

Disseminating
[Gl95c, NK99, Huc97].

Dissemination
[Bou90, Rot97].

Dissertation
[ES99b].

Dissertation
[ES99b].

Distance
[Ano96u, BBJR96, DL95c].

Distillation
[Boy95].

Distributed
[Ano97k].

divergent
[YWJ96].

Diverse
[Van95c, SMC+96].

diversity
[DE95].

DLM
[Ano97y].

DLM-Forum
[Ano97y].

Do
[GHJ95, Ano95-35, Ano97k, Ano97-54, Ber96a, Che97, HS97a, JMS98, P96, Tit98, Wal94, dN97].

DocBook
[WM99].

doc
[Ano95g].

DOCUMENTATION
[Ano94].

Document
[ABO98a, ABO98b, Ano91d, Ano92b, Ano93c, Ano93p, Ano94e, Ano97-45, AW93, Bou95a, BK93a, BK92d, BK93b, Can89, Car92, CPW95, CGW96, Cze98, DHR97, Dur90, Gra83, Gue98b, vH87, HH99b, IE93b, IE95f, IE97f, Int86a, Int88f, Int88g, Int88c, Int88d, Lev96a, Lev93b, LQ97, LZ98, MM90b, Nag95, O’K95, O’K95].
OSYM97, OL97, Pop97, Rag94c, RC95, Rob94a, RB95b, RKL*98, Sch88, Smi92a, Smi92b, So88, SMH99, SMD098, TBS97, Uza92, Wei94, van88, Ano93e, Ano94k, Ano95r, Ano97-54, App89, AMFL*95, Bai93, BMN94, BB90, BB91, Bre96, BBKF95, BK93d, BK93c, CHP88, CM90, Conf93, sta89, De88, DMM90, FX93, Fuc96b, FMSDW93, Gol81, Gor91, HW90, HuC97, HLL93, IN96, Kam90a, Kam90b, Kan93a, Koc94, Kom91, LS96, LG94a, LHW96, Lo95, MB90.

document [MB91, MM90a, MR93b, Mol91, Mol95b, MNW98, MB97b, NT91, NKN91a, NKN91b, NR96c, NW97, Paq94, PB88, Rag94b, Rag94d, Rag94e, Rob94b, Sch92, SIF*96, TKB90, War87, Wei93, Wol91, Won90, WR94, Yam93, Yam94, YHHY96, Ada92, Intxx].

documentary [DPB91].

Documentation [ACM92, ACM95b, ACM97a, Ano93h, Ano97c, BB94, D'H95b, DP98a, Des86, Fab95, LSC96, RM97a, Ano97-33, Bot93, Bro94a, Bro94b, Cha95a, CP93, CP94, Dou92a, Dou92b, Ev95, Gio95, Suf96, WS95a, d'H95a].

Documenting [Pri97].

Documents [AVFC98, Ano88c, Ano94g, Ano96-32, Ano97p, Ano97q, Ano97-53, Ano97-56, CL96, Cam98, CAD*95, CACS94, CMV98, CS97, Fre95, Hah91, Haj93, HSC992, He96, HW96b, Hoe97, HS97b, HJM95, HY97, Ito98, Lap99, LR95, LH96, Lim95a, LN98, LN99, Lun95b, ME99, MB97a, MP96, MK96a, My95, NS95a, O'K95, PH97a, PTK95, RARH99, Ram97, RG97a, SD96a, Ste95c, SMD098, TBS97, V998, Wi93b, AP96, Ano93d, Ano94b, Ano94a, Ano94v, Ano95r, Ano96n, Aza94, BVN95a, BVN95b, BM91, BEE+94a, BEE+94b, BR94, BR96a, BDKK96, BB88, BC95, Bro98, CDL97, CCD+99, CR94, CB95b, CM95, CPM91, CL90, Cro92, C390, Doh91, ERPNS97b, Ens97, Erf93, ECv93, FW93, Gat98, Hei95, Hen91, HH96, HB96, Hum94, KZSC96, Lau93, LT86, Lev96b, Lim95b, Lim96, Mac90a, Mac90b].

disciplines [MBHL91, Meg98, Mol91, MS95, PY98, Pet90, PFH95, Roc93a, Rol91, RR94, Rut96b, SDAMZ95, STA98a, San94, SF90, Sh97, Sta98b, Vig98, WSM96, W+98a, W91, WP98, WAB+96, YIU96, Dau98a].

DOD [Ano94t].

Does [Bur95b, RARH99, Ros97, Ano96i, Ber96a, Bur95a, Cha96a, Sch92].

dokonalych [Kos98].

Dokumentartag [Neu94].

Dokumenten [Rat95, Wie94].

dollar [Ens97].

domain [Ano97k].

Don't [Ano96-29, Ano97-54].

d'or [Dre97].

DotsPlus [GB98].

Doubletree [ACM94a].

Douglass [Pri96b].

DRA [Hen96b].

draft [New90, Ame91].

Dragons [HT95].

drama [Ano97e].

drawings [Mol95a].

dream [Shi93].

Drive [Law98].

Driven [Ano97-41].

driving [Ano97-49, Dot95].

Drop [DL95b, DL95a].

Drop-in [DL95b, DL95a].

DSP [IEE97a].

DSS [Fer93b].

DSSSL [Ada92, Ham97a].

DTD [AM97, BP93, YF96].

DTDs [Cov96, Lap99, MA96, St.99a, Wal90, WS95a].

dTP [Ise90, Mur90].

Dual [IEE96c].

Dual-Use [IEE96c].

dublin [SC98, Ass87a].

Dueling [Ven96a].

Dummies [Ano99e, Kay96, RR96a, RR95b, Tit95b, Tit95c, T96b, Von97, Av98, Huy97, HH99a, RR96b, RR97a, RR98c, T96a, T97a, T97b, T98, TMC98, TPM99].

during [BB94].

Dusseldorf [Ano98l, Rol98, RSV99].

d'utilisation [Att97, Int88, Int91d].

Duty [KH95b].

dvůr [Nad90].

DWT [Bro98a].

dyna [Nic95].

dynamic [Ano99g, AAM+96, Bel98, Bou95a, CDD98, Del98, Del99, Dob97a, Doh97b, DH97, Eyz95, Goo98, GLTH98, Huy97, HH99a, Isa98a, MK98b, MK98c, MS98a, MK98a, Mac98, MCC98, MB95a, MK96a, ORCK95, PS98a, Pet98a, PTK95, PR95b, PMSC98, Pow98b, RR98a, Rou98, Rub98, Rub99].

E-Commerce [Lut98, McG98b, GTM99].
E-mail [DK97, PH97a]. E-Tif [Ivl95].
E/F [Ivl95]. Each [Fox95]. EAI [Mar97a].
early [Bir96b]. Earn [Cea96b].
earth [MSIM95, JRK95, Kee95]. Earthquake [HM97]. ease [Ano94k, Ano96-32]. Easier [Ano95-44, Ano97u, BVN95b, Ric94].
Easing [BSF98]. East [Ano97-34, Lav97].
East-West [Ano97-34]. Eastern [SSB97].

Easy [Neu97a, Pfd97b, RJKS96, SDSS95, TAB96b, Pfd98b, Pfd98c, Pfd99, Rup99, Spi96a].

ECDL [NS98]. ECMAST [HS98].

Economic [Kli95]. Economists [PSTW97, Win97a]. ed [Joh95b, CM96, Mau93, Mau95].

ED-MEDIA [Mau93, Mau95, CM96].

EDBT [ABG96]. EDGAR [GK95c]. edge [Ano97-40]. EDI [Ben96, OrI93].

Edinburgh [ACM94b]. edit [Pao95].

Editing [Neg95, BVN95a, BVN95b, Bar98a, BBB88, SF90, TSY95, Wol91].

Edition [Ano98f, CJD96, HK96a, KSR95a, LO96, LOA96, Lad96, LO99b, Mor95c, SB96, B396, GR97, GR99b, HK96b, Hol99b, HU97a, HU97b, Int86b, Mac98, SW95, Smi96a, Wil97a, Vlg89]. editions [Glue96].

Editor [Bee96b, Fly96, LCLL98, PK95b, Ric98, Ano94u, Ano95-29, Cad87, CM90, CMPd91, CB96, HLL93, YF96, Liu98, MR93c, MMB93, TKB90]. editorial [Ano97]. Editors [SN96, TDT95, Ano95-39, Ano97-55, Bon92, Kam90a, Smi87f, Pri96b].

Education [Ano96-38, BL98, DG97, DL95c, EMH95, FB95a, FBDM95, Ibr95, Isk96, Joy98, Kle96, LRG96, MWEK97, MM97, PE95, RPWW96, Lit96, OW95, Owe96, VW96, VD98, JRK95].

Educational [Ano98a, CM96, Mau93, Mau95, Ano97v, FMFNV98, Hef95, Kom93b]. Educator [JOA98]. Educator/Researcher [JOA98].
effect [Ish95]. Effective [IEE94a, Rot97, Gar95]. effectiveness [Huc97, Shi97]. efficace [KG97]. Efficient [CIF98, Nae99, NN97, WNB07, PD96].

Eighth [NP96, Ano99i, MWEK97], einem [Bat96c]. Einführung [HS99, Szi95].

Einsatz [Rie94, Sch90a]. EJB [Cha99].

EKAW [FS99]. Electro [Ano88e].

Electro/88 [Ano88e]. Electromagnetic [IEE96g, PBB96].
Electronic [Ada95, And88, Ano88d, Ano90d, Ano91e, Ano93e, Ano95f, Bac96, Blu95b, BB94, BBKF95, Bkw92c, CR96, ES99b, Fur90, Goo94, HK95b, Heb96, HW96b, HAB98, JJ95b, KLM95, LG97, MKNS87, Org91, Neu96, OrI93, PGRHC97, Pit97, RLA96, Res97, Rob96, Rob94b, Rob94a, Run95, SM95, Sea95, See96, SS97, Str95, Wus96, Zha95, ZKM95, van95a, van88, Ass87a, Ano92e, Ano93d, Ano95l, Ano97t, Ano97y, Aza94, BAI93, B949, BEE94, BEE95, BB99a, Bla90, Bon90, Col96a, CS96, CJ90, Duk94, Ecv93, FM99, Gay94, GiO95, Hen95, Hoc93a, JRM95, Key94, Mel95, Mol91, Mor95a, Oke93, PGS92, Pul95, Rm93, San94, Sea96a, Sea96b, Smi93, Smi97a, TSY95, VG95b, Wae97, Wal92, War97, Sea94, Sea96a].

Electronics [Bed95, IEE93a, IEE96a, IEE98d].

electronique [San94]. Electric[IEE98e]. Electrotechnology [PS95].


Eliminating [LFS97]. Ellis [BC90]. ELSA [Ada95].

Embedded
every [Sea94], everyday [Van98].
Everyone [Hah91, Pop92]. Everything [Hin98, M+96a, Coh99, HH98].
Evolution [Con94, Ens93, PS88, RTW96, Rod92, W+98b]. Evolving [Sko96, Ano95-39, Yok93]. EWCBR [SC98].
EWCBR-98 [SC98]. examination [Buf96].
Example [Far96a, McG98b, Sta96, FS98]. Examples [VH95].
Excavating [GMG+95b]. Excellent [Got98].
Exceptions [MKNS87, Sin97, YYO997, Ano94k, Ano99l, LJ93]. Exchanging [Thr95, Dan98b].
Executive [Gre98a]. Exhibit [CB95c]. Exhibition [Boh95, DLSR98, VD90]. existence [WD90, WD91].
Execution [vB89]. Executions [LFS97].
Expectation [FM99]. expensive [HS93].
Experience [AVFC98, Boy95, CMP97, HN96a, Men95b, Buf96, Gay94, Gon94]. Experiences [Dug97, GFR98, KMK95, Pin95, DT95, GP90]. Experiential [TTG98].
Experiment [DR95d, MKBB95, Whi95b, WCP+95b, COMG96, RV94, Whi95a, WCP+95a].
Experimental [SMDO98, HE94]. Experiments [GC95, PCL+95]. Expert [Ano91c, BR95, DBP91, DW95, IR94, PB88, QSBC98, Ste95b, TR92, TW98, Har94, RT95].
Explained [Bry97, Dob97a, Dob97b, Lut98, Vac98]. explains [Ude95b]. Explanation [LH96].
Exploration [AW95, WKV+96].
Exploratory [ZMP96]. Explore [BB95a, Ano95b]. Explorer [Bil97, Weg96, LD95a, MCC98, Lej96, Tuc99].
Explores [Sch96b]. Exploring [Bil96, DM94, Pel97a, GPV97, GSG98].
Expo [Ano93], [Ano95l, Ano96-29].
Exposition [Ano88d, Ano89c, Ano95m, Ano97a, Min96, Ano93j]. EXPRESS [Sha97]. expression [GSG98]. Expressions [BK93a, BKW92d, CC97, BK93c, BK93d, BK93e]. extend [Bat96d]. Extended [BK93a, Toy98, BK93d, BK93e, Cav94].
extend [LLL+91]. Extending [ABG96, Cod98, FMMV98, FWDV93, FLF95b, FLF95a, Hus96, Mack90a, Pao96, Rag94a, Sla95b, Sla95a, VCB97, Fuc96a, HMRL95].
Extensibility [FMW95, PKT95]. Extensible [CRV98, DC98, KD98, NK99, Ube94, Har94, Kam90b, Kuc98]. Extension [Ara98, BL98, MGVS97, Sei95, Sei96, SMDO98, Rod92, VY88]. Extensions [GN95, Gra97b, Gra98, Kuf94, ZJ96].
Extraction [Ano97-41, Fr989, HD95, Sta98b]. Extracts [CDB91a].
Extraordinary [Ano97l]. Extreme [Ano97r]. Extraordinary [Ano97r]. Extreme [Ano97r].
Factors [Ano96s, Ano97p, Ano98r]. Factory [Kre99]. falls [KS95b]. Fair [BB94, Mar95c].
Fall [Cim96, Mas97]. familiar [Ano95-39].
FAQ [DeR97, Whi95b, Whi95a]. FAQs [MMV95, Var95]. Fast [Ano96k, BBKL95, BW97, RJKS96, RT98].
Faster [Gra96a]. Fe [Sol88]. Fear [LL97]. featured [Ano93q]. Feb [GSV96].
February [ACM99b, Ano96a, Ano98o, BF9M96, CC99, DGBH93, IEE96e, IEE96o, Joy98, MWEK97, Neu96, SV98, Ska98, Ska99, SB97, SR98, SB99, Su96, USE89].
[Als97, Ano97-38, Ano98o, BSFM97, IR94, W+98b, Wes99]. **Heights** [Wil94a].

held

[ABH98, Ano90d, Cze98, Dud97, HAB98, IEE96d, IEE98c, IDK98, Kho94, Kum96, MTH99, Ner97, PKM99, PK94b, VC96]. **Heelas** [IEE97a]. **Help** [Bug98, Bur95b, Hou98, It098, LL97, NF97, RM97a, Wil96a, Bur95a, Ham97c, WWN96, WF98b, WF98b]. **Helpdesk** [Ano97w]. **Helped** [Ubo96]. ** Helpers** [Car95a, Car95b]. **Helping** [KAKZ96]. **Heraklion** [NS98]. **Here** [AS94a, Ano95b, Ano96-30]. **Heritage** [Bus97, Del95a]. **Herkunft** [Min98]. **Herwijnen** [Pop92, Pop94b, Joh95b, Van91b]. **Heterogeneous** [RP98]. **Heures** [Fra97b, WM98]. **HeVeA** [Mar98]. **Hewlett** [Ano93f]. **HI** [ERPNS97a, ERPNS97b]. **Hidden** [Tes96a]. **Hidden-Frame** [Tes96a]. **HieNet** [Cha93]. **hierarchic** [Mac91]. **Hierarchical** [BBG+95a, Cov96]. **Hierarchies** [Pri97, SMH99]. **High** [Ano89a, Ara98, BC95b, CGL+95, DP95b, SD98, Ten99, AYE+96, BC95a, Chi95, Win96, Win97b]. **High-Energy** [Ano89a]. **High-Level** [Ara98]. **High-Speed** [BG95b, BG95a]. **higher** [VD98]. **Highlights** [BDG+95]. **Highway** [Ano95f, Ano95q, BB95a, EBR+96, IEE96c]. **Hill** [BUP99]. **Hilton** [Gar95]. **HIM** [KR95]. **hip** [TS97, TSP98]. **Hiroshima** [IEE96i]. **Historical** [KW97c]. **History** [Bhu95b, HRS95, MR99a, GB95c, ISM95]. **History-of-Use** [HRS95]. **HL7** [DRS98]. **HTML** [O’C97]. **HMTL/SGML/JAVA/VRML** [O’C97]. **hoc** [Dra94]. **hohe** [Ano96z]. **Hold** [Ano96-29]. **Home**

[Dra95b, Lam97, LRG96, Sch95c, BIL95, Dra95a, DM95, HN96b, HH96, HB96, Sko98]. **hones** [Ano95i]. **Hong** [DS96, IS98]. **Honnef** [Len93]. **honor** [HW94]. **Honour** [HW96b]. **hood** [Ude95b]. **Hooking** [AP96]. **hoopla** [Ano96-42]. **Hopes** [Law98]. **hormones** [Wu98]. **Horticultural** [Ano98d, BL98]. **Horwood** [BC90]. **Horwood/Halstead** [BC90]. **Hospital** [Dug97, Dud97]. **Hot** [IEE95d, Mor96]. **HotDog** [Ano96o]. **Hotel** [ACM94a, ACM96c, ACM98, Ano95k, Ano95-37, Bos97, BUP95, Cim96, DG97, Gar95, IEE96k, LB98a, LMT98, Mas97, Oke93, Oke95, RM95b]. **HotMetal** [Ano95n, Ano95-44, Ano97-51, How96]. **HotOS** [IEE95d]. **HotOS-V** [IEE95d]. **Hour** [Mee96]. **hours** [Mee96, OH97b, Oli97a, OH97c, Oli98b, OH99]. **house** [Ivl95, Ros88]. **houses** [Sch95b]. **How-To** [KFZ96, Sun97, KFZ97, ZFK97]. **how-to-do-it** [JMS98]. **HP** [Rag98]. **HPC** [FFK099, Ten99]. **HPCUA** [Ano93f]. **HPECU** [Ano93f]. **HPECU/HPCUA** [Ano93f]. **HPP** [DHR97]. **hsin** [mWFC97]. **Hsinchu** [CL97]. **Isiu** [mWFC97]. **Isueh** [Neu98, mWFC97]. **HTML** [Ano96w, Ano97w, Ano98f, Die96, ER97, HS99, K96, Schxxb, WF98b, Alv97a, Alv97b, Ano96d, Ano95d, Ano95g, Ano95i, Ano95n, Ano95o, Ano95r, Ano95-31, Ano95-39, Ano95-35, Ano95-40, Ano95-41, Ano95-44, Ano95-46, Ano96l, Ano96p, Ano96q, Ano96r, Ano96-28, Ano96-32, Ano96-45, Ano97n, Ano97a, Ano97-30, Ano97-29, Ano97-28, Ano97-30, 1997-47, Ano97-51, Min97, Ano98c, Ano98p, Ano99g, Anoxx, Aok99, AB95, Arm96, Ar94, Ar94a, Ar96, Ar96b, AM96, AM97, Att97, Aug99, Aus95, BMDB98, BVN95a, BVN95b, B97, Bar97, Bar98b, BT99, Bar9a, B98a, Bar94, Barxx, Bau95, Bel98, BE97, Ben97, BKP97, Ber97, Ber96c, Ber96b, Bjo96a, Bjo96c, Blu97, Blu96, Bru95, BR95, BR96a, Bou98, Bou95b, BL98, Bru98a, B98b, BA97, Bar97o, B98b, B98b]. **HTML** [Bry97, Bry98, By99, Buc97, Bug98, Bun96, Bur99b, Cal97, Cal98, CLK96, CD97, CD97, CD98, Car98b, Car98a, Car99, Car95a, Car95b, Car95c, Cas94, Cas96c, Cas96a,
Cas96b, Cas97, Cas98, CH99a, Cea96a, Cea96b, Cea98, CC96, CRV98, CMV98, Coe96, Coh96, C*99, Col96b, Com97a, Com97b, Con94, Con96, CSM97, Dar97, Dar98, D+99, Dav98, Dp98a, Dav95b, Dav95a, DeR97, DG95, DG96, Del98, Del97, DRRB96, Del95a, DiN95, Die96, Dob97a, Dob97b, DK97, DHR97, Dre97, Dre98, Dug97, Dun95d, Dun95c, Dun95f, Edd97a, Edd97b, Eudd98a, Er97, ES99b, Eva95, Eva96, Eva97a, Eva97b, Eva98a, Eva98b, Eyz95, Fal97, Farxx, Far96a, FS98, Fee98, Fer97, Fic98b, Fin95b, Fly95, Fly96, For95b, For96c, For99, FD95, FD96, Fra97a.

HTML

[FHU99, Fra97b, Fre98, Gre98a, Gar98a, Gar98b, Gar97b, GRSM97, Gla99, GDRR94, GFR98, Gol96, Gol98, Goo98, GR99a, Got98, Gra97a, Gra95c, GR96, Gra96c, Gra97b, Gra97e, Gra98, Gro97, GG96, GR97, Gut98, Hac97, Ham97c, Ham97d, HLC96, Har95b, HK96b, HK96a, HK98, Heh96, Heh97, HiKgK98, HL98, HS97a, HH96, HB96, Hes97, HH98, Hie97, Hig96, Hoe97, Hol97, Hol99a, Hol99b, HU97, HU97a, HU97b, HU98a, HUW98b, HB97a, HB97b, HS97b, Hou98, How99, HJM95, HY97, Huc97, HL97, Hym97, HH99a, Intxx, IZ97, IZ98, Isa97, Isa98a, ID98, Isa98b, It98, JK97, JK98, JGK96, Jac96, Jai98, Jam97, Jam98, JW96, JOA98, Jon95, JMS98, Khr96, Kas95c, Kas95b, KS95a, Ker97, KF96, KF97, Kes95, KH95a, Kid97, KH97, KP99a].

HTML

[M95, Mul96a, Mul97b, Mul97a, Mul98, Mul96b, MP98b, MP98c, MP99, MK96b, MK97, MK98], Nat98, Na99a, NANK96, NM95c, NF96, NF97, NR96b, NR96a, Neo96a, Neo96b, Neo97, NR97, Neo98, Neo99, Ne97a, Ne98, O’K95, OSE97, Ok97, Out97, OH97a, Oli97b, Oli97b, OH97c, Oli98a, Oli98b, Oli99, OA98, Opp97, PY98, PH97a, PS98a, PC97, Pat97, Pat98, PS98b, Pau95, Per96, Pet98a, Pfa97a, Pfa98a, PG98, Phi98a, Phi98b, PB98, PIF8, PIMSC98, PM97, PJ98, PGR97, Pop97, Pow95, Pow97, Pow98a, PW98, Pow99, PW99, Pow98b, Pr97, Pri96c, PK95b, Que97, Que98, Rad97, Rad94b, Rad94d, Rad94e, RLA96, Rad96a, Rad96b, Rad98, RA97K, Ram98, Ram99, RJ96K, Ram98, RR98a, RC95, RC96, RR96a, RR96b, RR97a, RR97b].

HTML

[RR99b, RR98c, RR99a, RR99b, RR99e, RW96b, Red99, RV99, RT98, Re95, Ric94, Rob98, RAS99, Ron98, Rub96, RM96b, RM97b, Ru98, Ru99, Rus98, Rua99, Rut96b, Sad97, San99, SFO97, SW95, SBJ96, Sch95a, Schiff96, Sch97a, SR97, SR9C98, Sch98, Schxxa, SP99a, Sch95c, SPR+96a, Sea95, Se95, Se96, Sha97, She96, SNC99, SWC99, SNC99, S99, Sh97, SL97, Sig96, SK98, Sin97, Sk98, SM95a, SM95b, SMG96, Sp98a, St.97a, Sta98b, SD96b, Sta96, SR96, Sta97, Ste9b, SM98a, SSB98, Ste98, SMIP98, SM98b, SMDO98, SSD98, Sum98a, Sun98b, Sw96, TAB96b, TBS97, Tay95c, Tay95d, Tay95e, Tay96, Tay97a, Tay97b, Tay98, Tea97a, Ten96, Lyn96, LC98a, MK98a, MK98d, MK98e, MS98b, MK98f, MK98g, MK98h, MK98i, MP97, MP98a, Mac98, Mag97, MGVS97, MR99a, Man97, Mar98, MP95a, MD97, McA94, MM99b, McC97b, MOTA95, MC96, MC97a, MF97a, MF98, ML97, MC98, MC96, MB96, MCC98, Mee96, Men95a, MHP98, Mey99, Mic97, Mil95, MP96, Mor95b, Mor95c, MR96, Mor96, MS98c].
TB96b, Thr95, Tit95a, Tit95b, Tit95c, TJ96a, TJ96b, TGHE96, TJ97a, TS97, TJ97b.

HTML
[TJ98, TSP98, TJ98b, TPM99, TRMW99, T^xx, Tus97, Uin99, Ude95b, USOS97, Veu97, Via97b, Via97a, Via97c, Via97d, Via98a, Via98b, VB96, Vin98, VCB97, Vod99, Wil98, Wop97, WBS98, Wag97, Wal95, Wea97, WEE97, WW98, WU96, WM98, WF98b, Wh96a, Wh96d, Wil96a, WCM99, Wil99b, Wil99c, Wri96, mWfC97, Xu97, Yee97, Zac97, ZFK97, ZMP96, ZKM95, ZJ96].

HTTP [Gol96].

HTMLscript [MK98b, MK98c, MS98a].

HTML3.2 [AL97].

HTMLgen [Ham98].

HTMLParser [Tuc99].

HTTP [BLFF96, Coh99, FGM+97, HKH95, HBN95, Lot95, PM95, RR96c, Soo95].

HTTP/1.0 [BLFF96].

HTTPD [Ivl95].

Human [Ano96s, Ano97p, Ano98r, SSH87, SS89, SSK97, Sha95b, ZY95, CNH99, Ric96, RSV99].

Human-Computer [SSH87, SS89, SSK97].

Human-system [SSH87, SS89, SSK97].

Humanities [Ano96f, Ano99e, SSH87, SS89, SSK97].

Hungary [Ano99e, EAZ98, SSB97].

Huntsville [Gau96a].

Hyatt [IEE96k, OW95].

Hybrid [Nat99b, RW96b, KSM+98].

Hydro [Ano97f, Roc93b].

Hydrogen [PST97].

Hydrogeine [Bos97].

Hydrolgy [Ano96a, Ano99a].

HyOctane [KRRK93].

Hyper [Arm96, MBKB95, CG95, AKM95, Intxx, Lin94].

hyper-book [CG95].

Hyper-G [AKM95].

Hyper-Media [MBKB95].

Hyperactive [RL95b].

Hyperbolic [MB95b].

Hyperbraise [KK94].

HyperCode [BHK+95].

hyperglossary [CLPR96].

hypergrids [MC9+95].

HyperKids [Ric95a].

Hyperlink [LS98].

Hyperlinks [KW97c].

Hypermedia [ACM94b, AT95, Ano93x, Ano95p, BC96, BKS96, CM96, Cox96, DDM96, FMFM95, HK94, KC92, Man91, Man93, Man95, MBH95a, Rat95, Ric95a, RB95b, Van93a, AMC95, AP96, Bea95b, Bry93, D994, Dra96, E99H, Gol91, GL93, Hey94, Kan93b, KCC95, KZSC96, KSC96, Kom94, Kom93b, L94, LH96c, MK95, MCG+95, Mar91, MBH95b, N91a, N91b, N992, Pri93, Reh95, RV94, S9B6, Z93b, Int97].

Hypermedia-Based [Ano95p].

HypermDokumenten [K95].

hypermD/time [N91a, N91b, Int97].

hypermD/time-based [N91a, N91b, Int97].

HyperText [ACM93b, ACM96b, Ano93x, Div98, D995b, EKS95, Fee98, Har95b, J988, K95, Lam96, Man94, Man91, MBB90, ORC95, Pri97, RBZ95, SS98, Wil93c, Wil94c, YN99D, Z93d, Ano92i, CR94, Co95a, D995a, Dra94, El95, Fe94, GL91, Kah96, Kas95a, K9C95, K9K4, KCC95, M95a, Mar9b, Nic92, O992b, O992c, PS96, Pow94, Put94, Rob94b, Van93a, Z93c, Ano95-29, Ano95-42, Bar94, CPW95, Ric95b, Blc95, Blf96, FMFM+97].

HyperDex/Hypermedia [Man91].

HyperDtextoe [HS97a].

hypertexts [ACM96c].

Hypocenters [HM07].

HyTime [N91a, N91b, Int97].

i.e [USE98].

i3D [BG95a, BG95b].

IAAI [Ano98q].

IAPR [IS98].

IBM [BS98, D9G+92, L9W96].

ICA [RBZ95].

ICADD [Ano96-38].

ICC&IC
Identifiers
[Tau96, Int88a, Int88b, Int91a, Int91b).
Identifying
[Shr95]. Identity
[Gol95]. IDI
[Ano94c]. idiot
[McF96, McF97a, McF98]. IDT
[Ano96t]. IE4
[HU97a]. IE5
[FHU99, Hon99, Moh99, Spe99]. IEC
[VM97, Int88h, Int89a, Int91b, Int91c, Int92a, Int92b, Int97, Intxx]. IEE
[Ano91e, Ano93g, Ano94g, Ano95p, Ano95q, Ano96u]. IEEE
[Ano90g, BKS98, CEG96, LMT98, PS95, W+97]. IEEE/RSJ
[IEE97e, IEE98b]. IF
[Wil96b]. IFIP
[Ano93i, EAZ98, Jac98, TS96, VD98]. IGARSS
[IEE94b, Ste95a]. IGES
[Mar97b]. II
[Ano95x, COVS95, Com97b, Dob97b, Gra95b, LMO+96, LLL+91, New95b, O'C92c, SS89]. III
[BFM96, H97a, Mos96]. IIIPS
[Ano96a, Ano99a]. Illinois
[Ano98r, Gra96d]. illustrated
[Gra97a, Red99, RV99, Vod99]. Ilmenau
[Ano97-48]. im
[Sch90a, Vod97]. IMAC
[IEE96f]. Image
[Ano91d, Ano96-29, BDV95, IEE96f, KS98a, KS98b, Lic91, MGVS97, MM96, Qui95, Sei95, Sei96, Uns96, dN97, Fil94, MZZ96, MB97b, Nag95, Uza92, Yam93, Yam94]. imagemaps
[JMS98]. Images
[AS94b, Dav95a, MGVS97, MVKJ99, CC99, DM96, FGGT96, RS96]. Imaging
[Ano88d, Ano95k, AA97, Car97, Gol95, JD96, Kro99, Pri96c, Run95, Wei94, Ano94f, Ano96v, BE99, C99, HAB98, IEE96f, Sk96]. IMC
[Ano96v]. Immedia
[Bat96a, RKW96]. Immersed
[STMM98]. Immersive
[EH97, STM97]. immun
[SFO97]. Impact
[CGL+95, LRG96, OBO97, Ano90d, BC95, CB95b, GJT97, SF96]. impaired
[KPD96]. Imperial
[JR96]. Implementation
[Bot98, DAOD95, HK95, HSCZ99, HJM95, HLL93, MP94, RW95b, Rid95, RKL+98, Ste96a, TW95, ACM96e, Alv99, Ano97f, Bed95, Bu96, BR96b, CMB93, KCCJ95, Pet90, Spe99, Wan99, WV87, Wol95, X97]. Implementations
[Car94]. Implemented
[SM95, Ke98]. Implementierung
[RI97]. Implementing
[Ano97q, FB95a, Kah96, MP95b, PM95, Pet98c, RM97a, Tes96a]. Implications
[CV98, Smi86a, Faw98, LG97, War87]. important
[SG93]. imprescindible
[KPD96]. Improve
[CSM97]. improvement
[KTK+95]. Improvements
[BR95, Web95b]. improves
[gan96]. Improving
[Ano97q, FB95a, Kah96, MP95b, PM95, Pol95, Kae88, Kae90]. In-depth
[Ano95r]. In-house
[lv95, Ros88]. INA
[BS90]. Inc.
[Ano92b]. Includes
[Kru96, Lot95]. InContext
[Ano94u]. Incorporating
[Uhl95]. Increased
[ML97]. Increasing
[BEE+94a, BEE+94b]. incremental
[FX93]. incrementally
[GMS93]. independent
[APB+99, BE99, HBNV97, Rag94a]. Index
[CN98, Lim95a, Van95c, Lim95b, Lim96]. Indexing
[DS97a, MK96a, DSDT96b, Van95c]. India
[MM97, MK98, V+96]. Indianapolis
[DB93, Gup97]. Indispensable
[PM98]. Individualised
[KK95]. Individualizing
[OP95]. Industrial
[Ano93i, Don97, EDLS98, Gre98b, Won94]. Industrial-strength
[Don97]. industries
[YKT90]. Industry
[Ano97-34, Dei96, SS95c]. INET
[PK94a]. INET'94
[PK94b]. INET'94/JENC5
[PK94b]. Inexpensive
[MVKJ99]. Influence
[MK96a]. InfoAccess
[Ano96w]. InfoHarness
[STMS95]. informaci
[HS97a]. informacyjne
[Mos96]. informatica
[Mos96]. Informatics
[Ano98c, Mil94].
informatics/ [GJT987]. Information
Chu98, PMS97, COW98, Cim96, GJT9W97].

Informationsmodellierung [Lob99].
InfoSleuth [WT95]. infrastructures

initiatives [Ano96-38]. Inline [Mol95a].
innovations [IEE98b].
Innovation [Par95, Rid95, DE95, Jac98].

Integrate [FFKO99, LG95, WDM97].
Integrated [BGG94, Div98, DK97, ID99,
BP93, DMM90, GB95c, GL93, MM90a,
RS93, Smi91]. integrates [Ano95-29].

Integrating [AS98, CHH95, Col95d, CS96,
D’H95b, FS95, Hic94, Lo95, Nic95, Owe95,
Owe96, Sha97, SS95b, Vau94, Whe96,
d’H95a, BMN94, Col95a, GR99a, SF90].

Integration [Ano95e, KD98, LQ97, Lot95,
STMS95, Soa98, TB96a, Ano96-32, Ano97e,
Ano97s, DPB91, W+98a].

Intel [Law98].
Intellectual [KTK95].

Intellectual [KTK95].
Intelligence [ACM93c, ACM97b, Ano90b, Ano97z,
Ano98q, GRA92, IEE97d, M+97, SV98,
Ste96e, GW94, SMG95a, SMG95b, SMG96,


Langley [NB95]. Language [Ass87b, Ass87c, Ass89, ACM99b, Ame85, Ano88c, Ano94g, Ano95-43, Ano97f, Ano97-40, Arm96, Bar94, BMK95, BHZ96, BS90, BBJ96, Bor96, Bu97, Can89, CDB91b, Dan98b, Deb97, Die98, DVW95, DC98, FH97, Fee98, Fee88a, Fee88b, FR97, Gra83, GJ95, Hei94a, Int86b, Int88e, KD98, KK95, Lam96, Lan96, LR95, LD95b, MGH97, MN95b, MMRS98, NM95b, Nak94,
NK99, PR95a, Pit95, SNLT96, SAA+94, SB97, SR98, SB99, SM93b, YNAD97, ZJ96, AC93, Ame91, APB+99, And96b, AMFL+95, BA90, Bot98, Buc93, CCD+99, CG87, CJ90, DT99, DFF+99, EM99, EG90, EG91, Gau96b, GJ96, Gre98b, GL99, Har98, Hay93, Jal98, Kin94, KS98c, Kri99, LS896, LT86, Mac90a, Mac91, Mat93, New90, NKN91a, NKN91b, NN92, Ric94, Rod92, Smi87a, Smi87d, Smi87f, Smi87b]. language [Smi90, Stu87, VY88, YHHYK96, Ass86a, Ass86b, Ass87a, Ada92, And96b-96, Ano93d, Ano94t, Ano95-42, Ano96-42, BLC95, Bru98, Bry88, CG86, CPW95, CDB91a, Flo96, Hei94b, Int86c, Int86d, Int97, Intxx, Kay89, Kis95, Kru90a, Kuc98, Lin94, Nat88, NBM93, Ric95b, Smi86b, Smi87c, Smi87e, TTS97, Vac96b, Woo95a].

Languages [ME99, Smi92a, Smi92b, Ano94b, Ano99f, BKW92a, BKW92b, C+98, CB903, Die96, Intxx, Kom91, RFM95].

languages [CBO93]. LANs [Ano95e]. Large [Bou97a, Fab95, Kh95b, Mar95a, MKEB98, Nie95, O'K95, Pop97, TB96a, V'96, Dun95g, FMSDW93, MCG+95, Roc93a, TS99, Yok93]. Large-Scale [KH95b, MCG+95, Yok93].

last [Bra96a]. Late [Mag97, RCRBR97, Pie97]. Latency [MP95b, PM95]. latest [Ish94b, Ish94a].

Latinae [DeV96]. Launches [Lik95]. Laura [LCM96]. Laval [CB903]. Law [ACM93c, ACM97b, PHL97, Wil93c, Wil94c].

laws [Goo94]. Layout [BDKK96, FNN97, ID99, LR95, Mic97, BD95, Con93]. layouts [Ano95i]. lazy [McM96]. LDAP [Moh99]. leaders [De96]. leading [Bar98a, En97].

Leap [Ano96-29]. Leaping [Dar95]. Learn [Cal97, Cal98, LM96, Ram98, Ram99, RJKS96]. Learned [Bee96b, CMP97, Coh95, Gl95, SMDO98, BBSM96]. Learning [Ano96a, BBJR96, Cha96b, Cha95b, CGL+95, Fre98, GJ95, Kea96, Lan96, NF96, OW95, PE95, Per95, Pes96a, Pul95, BG96, CJ94, GJ96, GSG98, JI95, Wol95]. Learns [Gib98]. leben [Bat96c]. L’Edition [Vig98, Att97]. Left [Sch95c]. Legacy [Ano97-56, FS95]. Legal [Ebe98, FK96, Lau93]. Legislature [Ano97-35]. Lemay [LCM96]. Less [Ano97-46]. Lessons [BBSM96, Bee96b, Bra89, CMP97, Coh95, Gl95, Jam98, SMDO98, Van95c]. Let [Fuc96a, Gra96a, Kay95, Ano94u]. lets [Ano95b, Dun95e]. Letter [Bee96b, Fly96]. Letters [Ano92d, Ano93m, Ano95w, PKM99, Bed95].

Level [Ara98, Bar94, MK98b, MK98e, MS98a, MK98e, MS98b, MK98f, MK98g, MK98i, Sch97b, BAC93, Ben97, ZJEP95].

Levels [PCL+95, BBG+95b]. leveraging [Whi95b, Whi95a]. Levy [Tow95]. Lexical [Con96, WSM93]. lexicographic [Gau96b].

LHC [Bal96a]. Librarian [KH95b, Ste95b, NDM98]. Librarians [Kis95, CP96, Wil94c]. Libraries [ACM95a, Ada95, BMK95, CBK98, IEE96m, IEE99a, Neu96, Nor96, PR98a, Rid95, WP95, AHY96, AR97, AYE+96, Ano96n, Ano98e, Cox96, Del95b, JI95, Lib98, MM97, NS98, Sug96, WB96].

Library [Ano95x, Ano97w, Ara98, CK95, Cze98, ES99b, FB95a, Fry95b, Gra97, Hun96b, JMB95, KMS99, KH95b, Lev93a, MLD+99, O'R97, SSB97, TTS97, BS94, CB95a, Cox96, DM95, FA94, JSY97, KMA+96, MDK98, NL95, Okl97, Pow94, Sea94, Sea96b, Tab96a, TSY+95, Ten95, Aok99, Gay94]. license [Col96a]. Life [BOB97, Bat96d, Cha95a, Gra95d, Ish94b, Ric94]. life-cycle [Cha95a].


limit [Ano88r]. limits [OW95]. Line [Hir95a, Hir95b, Jao95, MB97a, Whi96c, Ano95l, Ano97-35, Dou92a, RV94, Sea96a].

Lines [Wei94]. Lingua [GG96]. Linguas
[CAD+95, Rid95, YWJ96, ACD+95].
manifesto [SMG95a, SMG95b, SMG96].
Manipulating
[GMG+95a, PR95a, CMP91, PB88].
Manipulation [Ano93e, ETT97, Fur90, STMM98, van88, BBKF95]. Manual
[Ano93h, CB97, Fra97a, GP99, Pet98b, TF95, Aro94, Aro96, AL97, Gor91, JMS98, Lig94].
Manuals [Ano97r, DP98a, Nak94, AT95, KL91].
Manufacturing [Nat99b, RWBS97, Jac98, KIM+97b, KSM+98]. Manuscript
[Org91, Ass87a]. Manuscripts
[MKNS87, Rad98]. Map
[Ano97-52]. Mapedit
[DM96]. Mapping
[BS95c, Ano95r, BS95b, IEE96c, MCP91, RSV99]. Maps
[AVFC98, Ano97g, Sei96, Sei95, EH97]. March
[Ner97]. March/April
[ACM96b, Ano95j, Ano97-31, Ano98t, Ano99f, ABG96, BT97, Gra96d, HAB98, IEE96h, IEE96n, IDK98, JRV96, Joy98, K+98, MTH99, MM97, MNW98, NP96, Su96].
Marina
[ACM94a, ACM98]. Marine
[CBK98]. Mark
[HV92, Lin94]. Mark-up
[Lin94]. marked
[Ano94u, Mac90a, Hen95]. marked-up
[Ano94u, Mac90a]. market
[Car95b]. Marketing
[Pol95, Ano96-42]. marketplace
[Ano97-49, Mar91]. MarkItUp
[FX93]. Markup
[Ass86a, Ass86b, Ass87b, Ass87c, Ass89, Ame85, Ano88c, Ano93d, Ano94g, Ano94t, Ano95-29, Ano95-42, Ano95-43, Ano97f, Ano97-40, Arn96, Bar94, BLC95, Bry88, Can89, CG86, CPW95, CDB91b, CDB91a, Cov96, CH95, DC98, FH97, Fee98, Fee88a, Fee88b, Flo96, FK96, Gra83, HY96, Hei94a, Hei94b, Int86c, Int86d, Int86b, Int88e, Intxx, KD98, Kay89, Kis95, Kru90a, Kue98, LaT89, Lam96, Lap99, MRRS98, MRR99, Org91, Nat88, NK99, NBM93, O’C92b, O’C92c, Pit95, Ric95b, Smi86b, Smi87c, Smi87e, SM93b, TTS97, Vol97, Woo95a, YNAD97, Ass87a, AC93, Ame91, Ano94b, BHK+88, CG87, CJK90, DBRB96, EG90, EG91, Gol81, Har98, Hay93, Jul98, LS96, MA96, MBRB96, PY98, Smi87a, Smi87d, Smi87f, Smi87b, Smi89, Stub97, Wit96]. Marriage
[Ano92h, Sco96b]. Marriott
[ACM95c, ACM96a, LMT98]. Marshaling
[ACM96d]. Maryland
[ABY94]. Mass
[CM96, Fry95a, IEE95e, Bat96d]. mass-media
[Bat96c]. Massenmedium
[Bat96c]. Master
[Ada97a, Cea96a, Cea96b, Keo97, M+96a, Sad97, Sch98, Wil99b]. Mastering
[RR97b, RR99a, RR99b, RR99c, Wil96a, Wit96b, Rob98, Ros96]. Material
[Mar95c, NJDF96, Ass86b, Ass87c, Ass89, BEE95, Kah96, New90]. materialized
[GMR95]. Materials
[Ano96x, Fer93b, LG95, Col96a]. Math
[Bh95b]. Mathematical
[Boi95, Woo95a, Ass86a, Ass87b, Ass89, BEE95, Kah96, New90]. mathematique
[Int91d]. MathML
[Soi97]. Maturation
[Qui95]. Maui
[A+98, Kuc97]. max
[SMG95a, SMG95b, SMG96]. May
[ACM94c, ABHY96, Ano89b, Ano94f, Ano94r, Ano95k, Ano96b, Ano96-40, Ano97b, Ano97-37, Ano98c, Ano98u, Ano99i, BBJR96, Bor96, Bos97, Cai94b, CBK98, DE95, FS99, FW96, HS98, IEE98e, IEE99a, LMT98, LG97, LG94b, M+97, Ste96d, Whi96f, Wil97b, Wil99a, And96b, Mac96a]. Maya
[Fox95]. MCC
[WT95]. McLean
[ABHY96]. McN
[Bea95b]. MD
[HB98, IEE99a]. Me
[Ano93l, Gra96a, TDT95, Vul97]. Mean
[Cha96a, RG97a, Dob97a]. meaningful
[Hil96]. Means
[LaT89, Huc97]. measurement
[HT97]. Measuring
[PC97]. Mechanical
[Min96]. mechatronics
[Rol98]. MECS
[SMH99]. Media
[Ano96u, BB94, Lev95, MKBB95, RC94, Ska99, TB96a, Wd95a, Bat96d, Ber96a, Bou90, COMG96, Kam90b, Pre96, CM96, Mau93, Mau94]. Mediated
[MR95].
Medical
[An98c, BSF98, CC99, Chu98, EMH*95, FBDM95, Gar95, HJS98, JOA98, JD96, MOTA95, PMS97, Pri97, Pri96c, SNLT96, WHC95, YYO097, Cim96, GP90, IEE96f].

Medicine
[IR94, W+98b, Wes99].

medieval
[Dob98].

Mediterranean
[IEE98e].

Medium
[Fry95a].

MEDLINE
[DWV95].

Meet
[And96b, Wei94].

Meeting

Meets

Melbourne
[ACM97b, Lav97].

MELECON
[IEE98e].

Memorial
[MTH99].

Memory
[HPS95].

menacees
[CBO93].

MendelWeb
[Blu95b].

Mental
[Ran98].

menus
[Spi96a].

Merits
[Cov96].

Meshes
[ETT97].

Message
[DK97, DABM97, HLS97].

Messages
[DRBS98].

messengers
[Col95a].

Meta
[KMS99, PF96, RTW96, FWDV93, WSM93].

meta-databases
[WSM93].

meta-dictionaries
[FWDV93].

Meta-information
[PH96].

Meta-semantic
[RTW96].

MetaCenter
[BDG95*].

MetaCreation
[Kro99].

Metadata
[AS94b, BR94, Fc98a, ME99, AS96, LSI98].

Metalanguage
[Gra83, Wit86].

Metamorphoses
[Gre95].

Metamorphosing
[Gre95].

metaphor
[Nad96, PSC92].

metatheory
[Wal94].

Meteorological
[NK99].

Meteorology
[An96a, An99a].

METEOSAT
[Fil94].

Method
[LQ97, OA98, Yam93, Yam94].

méthodes
[Att97].

Methodology
[KHW97].

Methods
[CHH*95, DCG*95, JMB95, Pri96c, JRS96, KKK97, Rii97].

Metody
[HS97a].

Metrowerks
[Kro99].

METU
[DAE94*].

Mexico
[CL97].

MHEG
[Mar91, Mar92, Pri93].

MHTML
[PH97a].

MHVR'94
[BKS96].

Michigan
[Bar95].

Micro
[Mat97].

Microcomputer
[Bea95a, DM95].

Microcomputing
[An95z].

Microcomputing/LANs
[An95z].

Microdocument
[An97u].

Micromanipulation
[AVN98].

Microsoft

Microsystem
[NS95c, NS95b].

Mid
[Whi96f].

Mid-year
[Whi96f].

middleware
[An96-41].

Migration
[TW95, HS93].

Miko
[Mat98].

military
[CH90, Zim95].

Million
[An96-29].

MIME
[Lev96b, PH97a].

MINAR'98
[IS98].

Mind
[TD95].

Miniato
[An94a].

Mining
[Ming97, Har95b, HY97].

Minneapolis
[ACM94c, An94r, LG97].

Minnesota
[An94r].

Minute
[Eva96, Zac97, Eva95, Eva98a, HE95, Roa95].

minutes
[Eva98b].

Miro
[Rut96a, Rut96a, St93].

Mirror
[KMS99].

missing
[Ges91, Nag95].

Missouri
[ACM95c].

MMACE
[LSW95].

MMIS
[KRRK93].

MmNet
[IEE97c].

MN
[ACM94c, LG97].

MO
[Lit96].

Mobile
[IEE95g, PD96, GK95b, GK95a, VB95b].

Mobisaic
[VB95b].

Model
[An97-36, Deb97, Ge95, KMS99, KFHU98, Lap99, LK95, MGH93, MGH97, AMFL*95, BCLT95, BM91, BD97, CNH99, Col96a, KCCJ95, YF96, LZSD95, MCP91, MA96, Mat93, Mil93, MR93a, MR93b, RTW96, Spr96b, ZR93a, ZR93b, HB95].

Model-Based
[Deb97].

Modeling
[ACM99b, And96b, An96-42, Bru98, BB99b, BUP99, CIF98, Dan98b, For96c, For99, FR97, MKEB98, Nat99b, NM95b, RBR95, SB97, SR98, SB99, Vac96b, CPK95, FS99, Gre98b, KSM*98, Wan97].

Modelling
[BS95c, BQRT95, FB95b, PHL97, VT99, BS95b, Fra96].

Models
[AS98, Ah95, An97, Bou97a, BK93b, LPS98].
NAECON [IEE93a]. Names [BS90].
NAP98 [MTH99]. Naples [Ano96x].
NASA [NB95, Tow95]. Nashville
[Ano95m, Ano98t, Mas97]. Nation [DT95].
Nation-wide [DT95]. National [ABY94, Ano89b, Ano97z, Ano98a, Ano98q, Cha96b, CBK98, IEE93a, MTH99, MM97, Wil93a, Wil99b, Wil97b, Wil99a].
Nations [Ano96-33]. Native [Lot95].
Natural [BMK95, DWV95].
Nature [Tex99].
Naughton [Ubo96].
Naval [FMBM95].
navigating [CJ94, DBCK96].
Navigation [Ano97g, Dom95b, DWV95, EH97, Gla95, HR95, KKO95, ORC95, Pri97, CR97, Dom95a, GF93].
NaviSoft [Ano95-29].
NC [ACM96d, Ano96-30, Ano98d, Ano99h].
NC4 [HU97b].
NCGA [Ano89c, Ano90h].
NCSA [BC95, Che95, CB95b, Har95b].
Near [Tow95].
Near-Real [Tow95].
nearby [FGGT96].
NECC [Ano98a].
 Needs [KAKZ96, WT93]. nested [Ano96g].
Net [Ano95-28, Kas95c, Kro99, Law98, Mib95, Arn95, Coy97, Hil96, Man95, Bat96d, Not96, Tub95].
net-wise [Man95].
NetBiochem [BD95].
Netherlands [ACM93c, Ano90c].
NetMul [TC96].
 Netscape [HU97b, Ano96b, Ber96a, HK96b, HK96a, HK98, HL97, Kid97, HK97, LD95a, Lej96, Par95, Tat96].
NetTerminal [Ano97w].
Network [DM97, Fat97, Sch90a, Ano95-43, BS94, Bat96d, HKM+96, He96, Hu96, IEE96f, Jan96, KDC95, Kik96, Mcc97a, MM97, MM95b, NAK96, Pao95, Pet90, Rmf93, Sed95, Wei96a, EMH+95, Sch90b].
Networked [BHK+95a, CPR98, FNN97, Wei96b, PH96].
Networking [Ano92a, Coy97, FJV96, IEE97c, IEE98f, PK94b, ACM95c, Hey94, KJR98].
Networks [IR94, MFVG99, PS95, BA90, Com96, Cov99, De 94, M+97, Oke93, Soa98].
Networks/International [PS95].
Networkshop [Ano88a].
Net [Bat96c].
Neural [IR94].
neuroimaging [CNH99].
neutrality [Wei93].
Nevada [AA97].
Newport [IEE97d].
News [Ano96-29, BS98, Cla98, Gar97a, Gar99, Hir95a, Hir95b, Hir95c, Law98, Mc98, Par95, Wat95, OSEMV95, OSEM+96].
news-on-demand [OSEMV95, OSEM+96].
newsletter [SGM87, SGM91].
networks [HH96, HB96].
newspaper [Wal95].
networks [RV94].
NEWSTRENDS [Ano96-30].
Next [Ano95-28, IEE94a, Koh95, Pes96b, SBG99, Ano97, Ano96c, Ano95-32, Ano97-55, AAM+96, DJ96, Hoy96, LMO+96, Sch96c].
next-generation [DJ96, LMO+96].
NHS [Hut96].
NHS-wide [Hut96].
Nice [van88].
Night [Pie97, RCRBR97].
Nightmares [Fic98a].
Nimes [Col98].
Nineteenth [Gar95].
nineties [Mac96b].
Ninth [Ano97z, IEE97d, Ste96c, To98, TW98, USE95, Joy98].
NIST [ABY94, MB90].
NLM [DWV95].
NM [Sol88, BBJ96, Bor96].
No [Ano96-30, DP98a, KH95b, Men95b, Ano98r, BN95a, BN95b].
No.103 [Ano93g].
No.106 [Ano91e].
No.1993 [Ano93a].
No.1993/170 [Ano93h].
No.1994 [Ano94h, Ano94g].
No.1994/142 [Ano94g].
No.1994/144 [Ano94h].
No.1995 [Ano95p].
No.1995/202 [Ano95p].
No.1996 [Ano96a].
No.1996/148 [Ano96u].
NOAA [DT95].
Nodes [Ran98].
Nomikos [IEE97a].
Non [Alv99, GB98, Po95].
Non-Intrusive [Po95].
Non-Textual [GB98].
Non-Validating [Alv99].
Non-Virtual [GB98].
Nondestructive [Me99].
nonlinear [MBHL91].
nonstop [Cell92, Eng94, EGH95].
nontraditional [IEE96o].
Norsk [Ano97f].
North [BCG99, CL97, RS97].
Northrop [Iv95].
Norway [Ano96f].
not-for-profit [Oke93].
Notation
Int92b, O’C92a, O’C92c, New95a, New95b].
Partie [Int91d].
Partitions [GLTH98].
parts [BP93, Hug96]. Pascal [Buc97].
Passing [HLS97]. PAT [PW94].
Patent [Gri95, BHMS98, Bre96]. Patiala [MM97].
Patient [PGRC97, RG97b]. Patricia [HW96b].
Pascal [Gar99].
Parts [BP93, Hug96]. Pascal [Buc97].
Passing [HLS97]. PAT [PW94].
Patent [Gri95, BHMS98, Bre96]. Patiala [MM97].
Patient [PGRC97, RG97b]. Patricia [HW96b].
Pascal [Gar99].
practica [Fer97]. Practical [Ano96-31, Ano98f, Dun95g, Fly98, Glu96, GFR98, Hel94, Phi98a, Pop92, Pop94b, Sch95b, Smi96b, Smi97b, Smi98, Ten96, van90b, van94, Ano97d, Chr95, GS95b, RM95b, Szi95, Glu96, Joh95b, Pri96a, Sch96b, Smi96a, Van91b]. practicality [Sch96b]. Practice [Ano92h, DGBH93, DC98, Gon94, IEE98b, Rie94, WS95b, Wu98]. Practices [Ano91e, Bla90]. Prague [GS95b, PK94a]. praktische [Szi95]. Praxis [Rie94]. pre [Ano95l]. pre-press [Ano95l]. Predicate [HS93, He94]. predicates [HS93]. Prelude [BPBV96]. premastering [Adk88]. Premier [Len96a]. Prentice [Eva97a, Eva97b]. Preparation [vH87, Org91, Ass87a, Adk88, Gre93, MB90, MB91, War87]. prepares [Mar91]. Preprocessing [DHR97]. prerequisite [BEE95]. Prescriptive [Hui96]. Present [JDGP95, Dun95e]. Presentation [BS90, DLSR98, Fre95, FMC95, Fry95b, JCDA95, JJ95a, KW97c, PBFT97, Toy98, NL95, RB96, NB91]. presentations [WKD96]. presented [Ano90d, Kum96, Min96, MM97, Ner97, Neu96, W+98a]. Presenting [Bot92, Lig97, MKB+95, Rut96b]. Preservation [HW96b, CW97]. Press [BC90, Ude95b, Ano95l, Sch95b]. price [EGH95]. Pricing [Var95, MMV95]. Primary [Cam94, Tea97b, Tea98b, Rob94c]. Primer [Ano99c, Dun95d, Pow95, So91a, So91b, Spi96b, Ano97o, JT97, JT98, St.97a, St.97b, St.98, St.99b]. Princess [Ano97-37]. Princeton [W+97]. principled [VCB97]. Principles [ACM94c, Con97, MNW98, MRR99, NW97, Ost94b, New95b]. Print [Dod94, Ano94a, Ano95l, BEE+94a, BEE+94b, BEE96a]. printed [BEE95]. printers [Bla90]. Printing [Ano88d, Ano95a, Ram97, Ano97d]. Privacy [Lut98]. Pro [Gan96, How96, Har95a, Ano97-51, Ano95n, Ano95-44]. Problem [KFZ96, PMK98, ZFK97]. Problem-Solver [KFZ96, ZFK97]. Problems [BB95b, MKBB95, SS97, Ano97d, BHK+88, BBG+95a, Dof92b, LM95a, WZ91]. Procedures [YYO07, Eis96, Int88a, Int88b, Int91a, Int91b]. Proceeding [Isk96]. Proceedings [ACM92, ACM93a, ACM93b, ACM93c, ACM93d, ACM95b, ACM96b, ACM96c, ACM96d, Ano88f, Ano88g, Ano89c, Ano90b, Ano91b, Ano91c, Ano91d, Ano91f, Ano93f, Ano93a, Ano93p, Ano94a, Ano95e, Ano95-33, Ano96k, Ano96-34, Ano96-35, Ano96-36, Ano97-27, Ano97y, Ano97z, Ano97-52, Ano98q, Ano98r, Ano98s, Ano99b, Bac96, BBJR96, Bos97, BGG+94, BDV95, BUP99, Cal94a, Cha95b, Col95c, CBO93, DGBH93, Dés86, D96, EAZ98, F9D1, F9J2, FW96, Fur90, GJT97W, Hen90, HK94, HF97, Ano93k, IEE93a, IEE93b, IEE94a, IEE95c, IEE95e, IEE95l, IEE95g, IEE96k, IEE96i, IEE96h, IEE96m, IEE96j, IEE97f, IEE97e, IEE97d, IEE97g, Ibr95, IR94, JM96, Joy98, Kiu97, KR95, LB98a, Len93, Lic91, LM95b, Mau93, Mau95, MWEK97, MB90, MG94c, Mfr92a, Mor92b]. Proceedings [NP96, NDM98, WWW95, PK94b, PS95, Rai90, Rai92, RJ93, RJ94, RJ95, RPWW96, SS97, SS98, Sch93, SB97, SR98, SB90, Ste96e, Su96, TS96, TR92, TW98, USE87, USE89, USE95, USE96, USE97b, USE98, VD90, V+96, Wil94a, Wil93a, Wil90, Wil94b, WNC95, ZBW94, van88, ACM94b, ACM94c, ACM95c, ACM96a, ACM97b, ACM97a, ACM99b, ABY94, AHB98, AR97, ABB99, Ano89b, Ano94r, Ano95j, Ano95m, Ano95-37, Ano96s, Ano96b, Ano97d, Ano97h, Ano97-37, Ano97-42, Ano98u, ABG96, BKS98, BFY93, BH95b, BFH98, BCG99, COW98, CM96, CKB98, C+98, CL99, CL97, Cim96, Cox99, Cox97, Cze98, DG97, DE95, DE96, DP98b, Dob98, FS99, Gar95, GE95,
GSV96, Gra96d, HAB98, Heu98, HS98, IEE95b, IEE96d, IEE96n, IEE96o, IEE97a, IEE97b, IEE98c, IEE98a, IEE98b.
proceedings [IEE98c, IEE98f, IEE99a, IEE99b, IDK98, IS98, Jac98, JRV96, Kho94, Kim97a, K+98, Lav97, LMT98, LR94, Mas97, MTH99, M+97, MNW98, MB97b, NW97, NS98, Oke93, Oke95, PKM99, QSB98, RM99, RM96a, RS97, RT95, Ri97, RM95b, Rut96a, SSK97, Ska98, SC98, To98, Van95b, VC96, Vez96, Wil97b, Wil99a, YH97, dN97, Nad90, Neu94, Sol88].

Process [Kro99, RM97a, Bro94a, Bro94b, CG95, Kro99].

Processes [Ano93k, Wu98].

Processing [Ano91d, Ano96a, Ano99a, BDV95, BK93b, DW95, IEE97a, Int86b, Int86a, Int88c, Int88d, SNLT96, Smi92a, Smi92b, SS97, Sol88, Tan98, W+97, WV91, dN97, Ame85, Ano95g, Ano95r, Ano95v, Ano99f, App89, BB90, BB91, Bro96, Bri93, Can89, Can90, CHP88, sta89, Dob97a, ECvR93, Fil94, Gv92, HW90, Int86c, Int86d, Int87, Int88f, Int88g, Int88h, Int88a, Int88i, Int88b, Int88e, Int92a, Int92b, Intxx, Kan93a, Kaz95, MCP91, MZZ96, MM90a, MNW98, NW97, Pet90, San94, Sch92, To98, VTW94, Won90].

processor [Alv99, Sum94]. processors [DGG+92].

Procurement [NPP95].

Produce [Sun98a, CP94].

Product [DLSR98, LQ97, Sha97, Ano97h, Cha95a, L939, Ore88].

Production [Ano93i, Dod94, Pop97, Ano95-27, Ano98n, CP93, HK96b, KH97, WF89, WF90].

Productive [Ano97p]. productivity [KTK+95].

Products [Ano97w, DP98c, Fee98, Ano93k, Sch88, SS95a, GPE98, Shi93, WS95a]. Professional [Bou98, IEE97b, HH98, LJ96, Ano96o, Ano96w]. professional-looking [HH98].

Professionals [Fun99, LB99b, Ano99i]. professionelle [Ano96t].

Profit [Mor95b, Mor95c, MR96, MS98c, Oke93].

profound [SF96]. Program [AS93a, Ano95k, Iv95, OSE97, Tea97a, Win97b, ZJ96, Ano92c, Liu98, Ska98, Thi91].

programador [JSY98]. Programmat [CC98, Fra97b, LO99a, WM98].

Programmer [Hom99, Wri96, FHU99, HUW98a, JSY97, Mul97b, Mul98, PW98].

Programmers [Fl96, NF97, Ch99b].

programmeur [CD98, PW99].

Programmierung [Amm97].

Programming [Ano97-29, Ano97-28, BL98, Col96b, Dun95d, Dun95e, Dun95f, Dun95a, Dun95c, Far96a, Gra96b, Hug96, K95, MHP98, N99, Swa96, Via97b, Via97a, Via97c, Via98a, Via98b, Bar99, EM99, Gre98b, HL97, MG94b, PD96, SBS95a, Smi96a, Spe99, Tit95a, TGHE96, Ude95b, Wat99].

Programs [Ano96-30, DCG+95, Fly98, Nie99, VH95, GJ96, Ski94].

Progress [CD91a, WF98a, Vez96].

Progressive [GLTH98].

Project [Ano97i, FM99, GK95c, KMK95, LSC96, Mar99, OBO97, Ple95, Sti94, Ada95, Chr95, Eng97, Eng93, Liu97a, Ro97, Bra98, Faw93, Gre95, LZ95, MD97, Pul95, WT95].

Projects [Eri97, PSG92].

PROLAMAT [Jac98].

Proliferate [Ano95a].

Prolog [RM95b, Tay95b].

Promise [Kay89, BVN95a, BVN95b, Mas98].

Promises [Law98, Ano93c].

Promotion [DP95b].

PROMS [IEE97c].

PROMS-MmNet [IEE97c].

proofing [Ano95].

Proposal [Mag94, Mar97a, Soi97, Tau96, Kim94].

Proposed [Ame91, Sei96]. Proposes [Cla98, Web95b]. prospects [ABH93, GB95c].

Protecting [Lut98].

Protocol [Bro98a, NM95a, POA+95, BLFF96, FGM+97].

Protocols [IEE97c].

Prototype [HMIK97, HLY+94, CL90].

Prototyping [HLC96, Hne98].

ProtoView [Kro99].

Provide [For95a].

Providence [Ano97z, MR99b].

provider
[Kel94a, Kel94b]. **Providers**

[HAD+95, Rat98]. **Provides** [Ano92b].

**Providing** [HK95a, Hei96, JM93b, LZ95, MS95, Mue95, VH95, MS95], **provisional** [Hei95]. prudently [Win96], pruvodce [Kos98]. przykladzie [CK98]. Psychology [Ano96c, Ano96-39].

[Blu95c, Int91c, Lan91, RG95, Tan96, TRMW99, Int88a, Int88b, Int91a, Int91b].

**Publication**

[Ea98, Str95, Dou92a, Kru90b, See96].

**Publications** [Anoxx, Smi86a, Zim95].

**Publish** [DP98a, HN96b]. Publisher [Ano96w, FD95, FD96, FS96, Gra97a, Ise90, Man95].

Publishers [Fly95, Kay89, Smi87f].

**Publishing**

[Ano93e, Ano95s, Ano95-30, Ano95-40, Ano95-41, Ano95-44, Ano95q, Ano97-30, BMDB98, BVN95b, BQRT95, CFM95, DL95b, Dun95f, FD95, FD96, Fry95a, Fur90, HK96a, Hes97, HH98, J95b, J95c, Lem96a, Lem96c, LD97a, LT98, LT99, Neu96, Pfa97b, RLA96, Res97, Ric92, Rout95, RM96b, Sea95, SS97, Toy98, Ven96b, WMGL95a, Wei94, Wit96a, van88, ABH93, And97, And88, Ano92e, Ano93r, Ano95-29, Ano95-31, Ano98t, AP98, Bar97, Bar98b, Bar95, Bat96b, BC96, Bri98a, Bri98b, BBKF95, CG95, Chr96b, CC96, Cze98, DL95a, Don97, Dor95a, Dor95b, FM99, Fis96b, Goo94, Gra96c, HK96b, Hei97, HiKgK98, HAB98, HH96, HB96, Ish95, Ker97, KH95a, Kid97, KH97, Kru90a, Lem95a, Lem95c, Lem95b, Lem96b, LD97b, LS99, LH96, LG97, NR96b, Neu97a, Oke93, Pal98]. **publishing**

[Pfa98b, Pfa98c, Pfa99, PJ95, Pop91, Pre96, Rob96, Ros88, Sch95b, Smi93, SD96b, Sta97, Tat96, Tay90, WMGL95b, WZ91, WR95, YKT90, Yuz89, van95a, vSSW93].

**publishing-what** [Tay90]. **publishing-why** [Dor95a]. **Publish** [Cla98, GS95c]. pushdown [Neu97b]. **pushes** [Law98]. **Put** [Ano96-32, Flo96, Mag97, Ano95-31, Sal96].

**Putting** [Anos8f, Myk95, Roc93a, Pul95].

**Python** [Ham98].

Q [Ber96a, OST94a]. **QoS** [AAM+96].

QOTA [BW97]. **QSBA** [RS96]. Qualität [Neu94]. Qualitative [BAC93]. Quality [RARH99, BBKL94, Bow96]. quantification [Fra91]. Quantitative [Ste95a]. Quark [Bat96a, RKW96]. QuarkXPress [Ano95d]. quasi [RB96], quasi- [RB96]. Quebec [JM96, CBO93, CBO93]. Queensland [DE96]. Queries [Kle94, DSDT96a, ELW95, GW87, GI96, HS93, DSDT96b, vB98].

**Query** [BS90, CACS94, AMFL+95, BA90, DFF+99, GI96, KS93, Mac91, Rod92, RS96, YHHYK96]. **Querying** [CR94, VT98, VT99, AS96, CCD+99, DBCK96, LSS96].

**Question** [RM95a]. questionnaire [Lit98]. Questions [GRSM97, WM92, Bow95]. qui [San99].

Quick [Fal97, Fla96, Mul96a, Mul97a, Sch97a, Spi96a, TAb96b, Avi98, Gra97a, RR96b, RR97a, RR98c, Sch95a, Sch96a]. Quickly [GSE+94]. **QuickStart** [Cas96b, Cas97].

QuickTime [Cla98]. **Quiet** [Kar93, WZ95]. Quill [Wol91]. **qwertz** [Gor91, Gor95].

R [LO99a, W+98b, PSC92]. **RAF** [Ano97r].

Raggett [RLAK98]. **Raising** [Bar94].

RAMA [Del95a]. Ranges [Gar99]. **Rank** [Gri95]. rapid [Hue98]. Raster [HAB98].

**rationalisation** [Dra94]. RAVE [EAU96]. Raymond [Ano98f]. RDBMS [Fer94].


Readiness [IEE94a]. readings [GSG98].
README.1ST [Pri96b]. ready
[BVN95b, BVN95a]. Real
[GMG+95b, Gro97, Lut98, Mat97,
MWVE99, NJDF96, Tow95, Ano97d,
GMG+95a, IE97e, Mul97c, SZM+95,
SMM95b, SHO+96, Uhl95, EAU96].

Real-time [MWVE99, NJDF96, SZM+95,
SMM95b, Uhl95, EAU96].
real-world
[Ano97d, IEE97e].

Realistic [Ell98].
Reality [ACM99b, And96b, Ano95-28,
Ano95-43, Ano96-30, Ano96-42, Bow97,
BK96, Bru98, Dan98b, Die98, FH97, Flo96,
FR97, Gro97, MCPF95, MD98b, MN95b,
NM95b, NM95a, Roe95, SF96, SB97, SR98,
SB99, UL98, Vac96a, Vac96b, BHZ96,
BFM96, FM99, Gre98b, HT97, Hen96a,
Mas98, Nad96, Rag94a, Rot97, Shi93,
SGP96, W+98b, Wes99].

Realtime [DL95c, MYN96, SZM95a].
reasoners [BB93].
Reasoning [Shi98, ABB99, CDL97, SC98].
recipe [Fly93, SP96].
Recipes [Ano99c, Jel98].

Recognition [IE93b, IEE95f, IEE97f, IEE98a, MB97a,
CB95a, Con93, FX93, LZ98].

Reconstruction [Nic97]. Record
[Ano98e, IEE95a, MOTA95, Pit97, GSE+94,
PM99, Waec97]. Records [BSF98, PGRC97,
RG97b, Ano97y, BB99a, ECVR93].
Red [Fer94, Kro97]. Redefined [DK97].
redefinitions [GMR95].
Reduce [Mue95].

reduction [Ano95-27]. Redundant
[LF97]. réels [BK99]. Reference
[AB95, Arm96, CB97, Eji92, Fa97, Fl96,
Goo98, Hah91, Hom99, Kis95, Mul96a,
Mul97a, RW96b, Sch97a, Spr96b, Wri96,
Ano99g, Avi98, Dre98, Ech99, Fh99,
Gol89, Grp90, Gor91, Grah97, HuhW98a,
KccJ95, LG94a, Man97, Mul97b, Mul98,
Pw98a, PW98, Pow99, RR96b, RR97a,
RR98c, Rmf93, Sch95a, Sch96a, Wi99b].

References
[CAD+95, ACD+95, CB95a, PW99].
Referencing [Ebe98, FG95]. reformating
[LS96]. Regency [IE96k]. Regenstrief
[MOTA95]. Registration
[Int91a, Int91b, Int98a, Int98b]. Registry
[Lev93a]. Regular
[TK93a, Bkw92d, BK93c, CC97, BKW92a,
BK93d, Bkw92b, BK93e]. regulations
[DPB91]. Related [EH95b, Smi86b, Smi92a,
Smi87c, Smi92b, CDB91b, Eh95a, For96b,
Ish94b, Ish94a, Smi89]. relation [Bla90].
Relational [LLL+91, Mal98, MP94,
BCK+94, DJ96, NS96, V96, W96, W90].

Relations [PBFT97, ABS99, BA90, Deu95].
relationship [CM90, Kaz95]. relationships
[DSDT96a, Hl96, DSDT96b]. Releases
[Ano96-44]. Relevant [ZY95]. Relieve
[Mue95]. Remarks [OSE97, Win97b].
Remote [FR97, IEE94b, Nag99, RMR97,
SHW95, Ste95a, Ano97d, Dar95].

Rendering [CRV98, HJS98].
RENDEZVOUS [Rad95]. Reordering
[G196]. Repertory [MCG95]. Replication
[GWD94]. Report
[Ano97-41, Boy95, FM99, Kul94, MF95,
Rob94a, Van95c, Wid94, Sha95a].

Reporting
[BS95c, KD98, Sun98a, BS95b, Sam95].
reports [van90a, Int92a, Int92b].

Repositories
[FB95b, Nic95, DBCK96, Fra96].

Repository
[BDG+95, Boi95, RKL+98, SD97].

Representation
[KH97, KS98a, MP96, Shr95, Ano95v,
Gay95, Kel98, OM96, RTW96].

Representational
[Gay95, Kel98]. Representations
[CH95, Boa90].

Representatives [Sra96]. Representing
[CDL97, HS97b, Soi97, RMF93].

Republic
[GSV96, PK94a, Sk98, Sk99].

Required
[Men95b].

requirements [FB95b, Fra96, IEE95b, BMZ95, GPE98].
requires [Rot97]. rescue [Ano96-41].

research-middle [Ano96-41]. Research
45

[Ano97x, IEE96e, IEE98a, Sol88]. Santiago
[IEE97e]. Santorini [IEE97a]. SARA
[Ano94n]. Saratoga [Ano96k]. Sarda
[RV94]. SAS [Ano96-36, Ano97-31, Ano98t, BMDB98, BS95a, Gra96d, Hoy96, LS98, Pop97, Spi96a, Sun98b]. SAS /
[Spe96a]. SATAN [Dot95]. Satellite [AS94b]. Savannah [ACM95b]. Savvy [Kro99]. Say
[SK98, Ano96-42]. Saying [CK97]. Scalability [AYE +96, Eng94]. Scale
[KH95b, MCG +95, Yok93]. Scaling
[BA97, RL95a, Wil94a]. SCAMC
[Cim96, Mas97]. scattering
[MP95a]. Scenarios [Kom93b]. Scene
[LCLL98, War98]. Scenes [RMR97].
Schema [AS94b, Kes95, Rod92].
Schema-Based [Kes95]. Schemas [Fin95b].
Scheme [Nor99]. Schiller [Neu94].
Scholarly [Bos99, ML97, Oke93, WMGL95a, Rob96, WMGL95b, Wei95].
scholars
[MBM93]. School [ACM97b, BHK +95a, C95, Nad90, TD95, Van95b]. Science
[Ano98d, AA97, BDK95, Blu95b, Cha95b, Che97, CJ95, EAG +95, FJ92, IEE95a, JKR95, Joy98, Kee95, Kle96, Mei99, MWEK97, Reb95, Sav95, SS95a, Ste95a, Van95c, Whi96f, Win97b, FA94, W +98b, ZJEP95, Int91c]. Science/Math/History
[Blu95b]. Sciences [Ano93a, Ano95b, CK89, EH95b, J96, PKM99, EH95a, ERPN97a, ERPN97b, MSIM95].
Scientific
[Des86, Gv92, JJ95b, JJ95c, Nad90, Neg95, Owe95, RG95, Smi86a, Bot90, GSV96, HE94, Kir91, Pop91, SMC +96, St.99a].
scientifique [Int91d]. Scientist [GF93].
scientometric [GL93]. SCI [Ano96c].
Scotland [Kum96, Rut96a]. script
[Kes97, Ano96-30, T +xx, Go96].
Scripting
[BKT96, RFM95, Bot98, GJ96]. Scroll
[US90]. sculpting [Ano96c]. SD-7
[New90]. SDE [BBB98]. SDIF
[Int88f, Int88g, Can89, Int86a, Int88c, Int88d]. SDK
[Kro99]. SDOC [GL91, GL93].
SDRC [Ano96-29]. SE [Rod92]. sea
[Aza94]. Search
[DP95a, PR98c, PR98b, MT95, RS96]. searchable
[MS95]. Searches [ZKM95].
Searching
[CC97, DP95a, FP95, Ano99l, Eft90, LHMC96]. Seattle
[Ano96b, Ano97a, Ano97v, HF97]. Second
[ACM99b, Ano93p, Ano95-34, Ano98f, BFY93, Dés86, IEE93b, IEE98c, SSH87, Sch96b, WNC95, AR97, Bac96, DE96, NS98, NDF98, Oke93, SB97, V +96]. Secret
[DiN95, Ens97]. Secretariat
[Int92a, Int92b]. secrets [HC97]. Secrets
[TGHE96, He97, HiKgK98, PW96, HC97].
Section [New90]. Secure
[Mag94, NJ96f, WR94]. Security
[Ano96-33, HBNL95, LJ96]. Seeing [Lut98].
Seek [Law98]. SeeMe [Ano96l, Ano96r].
seen [Web95b]. Seem [ABB99]. SEI
[Ibr95]. Secrét [HLB98]. Selected
[BKS96, Cai94b, Cha96b, Kim97a, ABHY96, Bea95b, BT97, GSG98]. Selection
[Kum96, Sea96b]. Selective [JJ95a]. Self
[DCG +95, DP95b, OSE97, Ten96].
Self-Paced [Ten96]. Self-Promotion
[DP95b]. Self-Study
[DCG +95, OSE97].
Sell [Ano96-30]. Semantic [Che95, Deb97, MT95, DBRB96, MBR96, RTW96, WB96].
Semantics
[Ada92, MYBP98, WF98]. semi
[YHI95]. semi-structured
[YHI95].
Seminar
[Ano94a, Ano95-35, Cze98, MK98].
seminars [BB94, EG90, EG91, Ano93q].
semistuctured
[ABS99]. sense [BCG99].
sensible [Lig95]. Sensing
[FR97, IEEE94b, Ste95a, Ano97d]. Seoul
[Ano96n, IEE96d]. September
[ACM94b, AHP98, Ano95v, Ano96k, Ano96m, Ano97-48, Ano98m, Bot97b, BH95b, BFH98, BBKF95, C +98, Dan98a, Dob98, Du97, EA97, IEE96k, IEE97c, Jac98, Len93, MG94c, Neu94, NW97, NS98, RT95, Rut96a, SC98, Tea97b, Tea98b, To98, USE95, USE98, Van95b, V +96, Nad90].
sequence [COVS95, Gra95b]. Sequences [KS98a, KS98b]. SEQUOIA [AS94b].
Serial [Ano97w]. serials [BCG99, CL97]. Series [AS93b, Ass87a, ACM96a, IEE98d].
serious [Ric92]. Server [Ano94c, Bou95a, CN98, CPW95, Gla95, GWD94, HK95, KIE99, Kro99, Kru96, Lot95, MM96, SOV95, SS95c, SOU97, TD95, UL98, WHC95, BC95, CH98, CB95b, Dar95, LDW+96, RR96c, MFS95].
Server-based [KIE99]. Server-Side [Bou95a, Kru96]. Servers [Bea95a, FB95a, Car95b, Fat97]. Service [GNSP95, LRG96, EG90, EG91, Hut96, IEE96f, Lew91, Pet90, RS93, Sra96]. Services [ACM95c, Ano95x, BB99b, Can95, Coh95b, CHR+96a, Dra95a, EA96, GPE98, HS98, LDW96, MM97, M+97, MDK98, Put94]. Servidores [Gar97b]. Serving [AKM95, CL96, Cro95a, Fis96a]. ses [Fon93]. Session [Ano97-42, Deu95]. Set [WF90, Fao96, Tho93, WF98]. Set-oriented [WF90, WF98].
Setting [BIL95, RBB95, Ano96j]. seventeenth [IEE98d]. Seventh [ACM96b, Ano96d, Ano98a, IEE92, IEE96g, Kle96, Mur92b, RPW96, SSK97]. Several [Wat95]. Seybold [Ano93q]. SFgate [PFH95]. SGML [Par95]. SGML [Ano93a, Ano94n, HV92, Hei94a, Int88f, Int88g, Int91a, Int91b, Int91c, Int92a, Int92b, Jol95b, NBM93, Rat95, Sch90a, Sz95, Van91b, Ass86a, Ass86b, Ass87a, Ass87b, Ass87c, Ass89, Ame85, AC93, Ame91, AP 96, Ada95, Ad92, Sys97, Ahe93a, Ahe93b, Ah95, Aho97, AMN97, AS94a, Als95a, Als95b, Als97, AVFC98, AT88, And96a, Ano90c, Ano90r, Ano92, Ano92b, Ano92c, Ano92e, Ano92f, Ano93c, Ano93r, Ano93q, Ano93v, Ano93u, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano94j, Ano94k, Ano94p, Ano94o, Ano94q, Ano94u, Ano94v, Ano95-36, Ano95-35, Ano96-38, Ano97c, Ano97e, Ano97i, Ano97g, Ano97j, Ano97f, Ano97k, Ano97l, Ano97p, Ano97q, Ano97s, Ano97r, Ano97t, Ano97u, Ano97-34, Ano97-36, Ano97-33, Ano97-37, Ano97-38, Ano97-32, Ano97-35, Ano97-45, Ano97-40, Ano97-44, Ano97-39, Ano97-41, Ano97-49, Ano97-46]. SGML [Ano97-52, Ano97-53, Ano97-55, Ano99c, Ano99j, Aza94, BHK+98, BBG+95a, BBSM96, BS95a, Bseen92, BEE+94a, BEE96a, BG96, Bed93, Bee96c, Bir96b, BCK+94, Boa90, BP93, BH95a, BBB98, Bra92, Bra96b, Bra96a, Bre96, BK93a, BKW92d, BK93d, BKW93, BK97, BK93e, Bry88, Bry97, BR96b, Bur95b, Bur95a, Bur99a, Bus97, Bus88, Can89, Can90, Cad87, CDL97, Cam94, Car94, Cav94, Cha96a, CG86, CG87, CP94, Chr95, CGW96, CJ+96, CK95, CW97, Con96, CP96, CDB91b, CDB91a, Cov96, CGL94, CH95, DH95b, sta98, Dav93, Dav98b, De 94, DeR97, DeV96, Dim96, Dob91, Dodi94, DABM97, DRBS98, Don97, Dor95a, Dor95b, Dra96, DuC97, DuC98, Ebe98, EG90, EG91, El94, Ens93, Ev95, ES99b, FM99, Faw89, Fee88a, Fee88b, FMV98].
SGML [Lun95c, Luo97, Mac93, MBHL91, Mac96b, Mag94, MA96, MB90, MB91, MNA91a, MNA91b, Mat97, Mat93, MGH93, MGH97, Mat99, MYBP98, McG91, McG98a, McL95, MW92, MB97a, MG94b, MMRS98, MK96a, Nat88, Nak94, NT91, Neg95, Neu97, New95a, New95b, NS95a, NW92, Nic95, Nor96, OCL88, O’C92b, O’C92e, O’C97, OISEM97, OSYM97, OL97, OnW95, OR96, Ost94b, Pal98, Pao96, Per96, PGRC97, Pit97, PB88, Pop93a, Pop93b, Pop94a, Pop91, PHL97, Pre96, PW94, Pri87, PS88, Pri96a, Rad98, RARH99, RW96a, RTW96, RM95a, Rie94, RG97b, RW90, RW92, Rob94b, Rob94a, Rob94c, Roc93b, Roc87, Ro89, RM97a, Ros88, Rot97, Rub92, RM96b, RM97b, R†+98, SD96a, SNI96, STA98a, San94, Sch90a, SF90, Sch90b, Sch96b, Sch92, Sch95d, Sha97].

SGML | [AT88, BHK+88, BG96, MW92, MG94b].

SGML-encoding | [GP90].

SGML-marked | [Hen95].

SGML-ODA | [NB91].

SGML/XML | [Ano94q, Smi98].

sgml2xdb | [Bra96a].

SGML — | [WM92].

SGMLtools | [de 98].

SGQL | [AMFL+95].

Shake | [Ano96-29].

Shape | [KFHU98].

Sharing | [HC99, CBK98].

Share | [SP99b, An94m].

Shared | [Bro97, Bro98a, HBNV97, SOU97, HMRL95, PY98, KGK94].

Sheet | [MM99a].

Sheets | [BK92, Fal97, LB96, LB97, Zac97, Bot98, PMT98, PT98].

War87, BO98, JT97, JT98, LB99a].

Shelf | [Ano97c].

SHEN | [HBNL95].

Shenzhen | [LLY97].

Sheraton | [Ano95-37, Ano97b, Bos97, Cim96, DG97].

Shift | [SF96, Chu98].

Shockwave | [Kar96].

Shoemaker | [Tow95].

Shoemaker-Levy | [Tow95].

Shop | [Ano96-29].

shoppers | [Ric96].

Shoreham | [Ano95k].

Short | [cea96a, Hol99a, Lin99].

shou | [HUW98a].

Should | [Kia95].

Show | [Sha95a, Vul97, LM95a, Ret96].

SHyD | [Z93b].

SICE | [Ano97-42].

Side | [Bou95a, Kru96, Sco96a, Sei95, Dob97a, HL97].

sieciowe | [Dan98a].

siciewej | [CK98].

SIGACT | [ACM94c].

SIGACT-SIGMOD-SIGART | [ACM94c].

sigan | [OuP97].

SIGAPP | [DGBH93].

SIGCSE | [Joy98, Kle96, MWE97].

SIGDOC | [ACM92, ACM95b, ACM96d, ACM97a].

SIGDOC’93 | [ACM93a].

SIGGRAPH | [ACM96a, Sha95a].

SIGIR | [Ano93s].

SIGMOD | [ACM94c, JM96].

silent | [IEE97a, To98, W+97].

Signature | [Mor95c].

signposts | [Wal95].

SIGUCCS | [ACM95c].

silence | [Mac96a].

Silicon | [Ano95-27, GK93].

SIMON | [FW93].

Simple | [And99, BS90, Law98, PR95b, PK95b, Ano97t, Lew95, MM99b, Ano97-32].

Simplification | [GLTH98, War98].

simplifying | [Yee99].

Simulation | [BUP99, DG97, Fab95, Far96b, LB98a].
Simulations [Mel99, SS95b, CT96]. Simulator [CCEE98].simultaneously [Hen95, JGKR96]. Singapore [CPK95, PS95]. Single [NS95a, Ano95-29]. Single-Source [NS95a]. SIPs [Mat97]. Site [BL98, Gel95, Pau95, Ano95c, Ano95b, Ano96], Ano96-45, BBK194, Bal96b, BC96, Dan98b, LS198, PW96, VW96, RPWW96].

[CSM97, Heb96, JMB95, LR95, MB97a, MB95b, Pit97, STA98a, SNS95, SN96, FX93, GF93, Hei95, Kik96, Kir91, LS98, Rol91, RM93, Shi97, TK90]. **Structure-Based**

[SN96, GF93]. **Structured**

[Als95a, Als95b, Als97, ABO98a, ABO98b, Ano99c, BMN94, CACS94, Fly98, FMSDW93, HSCZ99, Jel98, KDR98, LSI98, OSYM97, SD96a, Won90, AMFL+95, Bro89, Cad87, CR94, CM95, CMP91, CL90, DSDT96a, ECVR93, FW93, Go91, KZSC96, LZSD95, Mac90b, MN95a, NR96c, PFH95, QVR95, SDAMZ95, Sta98b, DSDT96b, WP98, Yam93, Yam94, YHHY96].

structure [Vig89]. Structures

[LN98, LN99, Lut98, Shr95, BAC93, Buc93, FWDV93, GL91, Mac91, PH96, New95a].

Structuring

[BEE94b, CGW96, Int97, Lap99, Meg98, FMFN98, NKN91a, NKN91b, Daw98a].

strukturen [Rat95]. Students

[Che97, WD95, Chi95]. **Students**

[SMDO98, LN98, LN99, Lut98, Shr95, BAC93, Buc93, FWDV93, GL91, Mac91, PH96, New95a].

Summer [Ano91f, Nad90, USE87]. Sun

[Kro99, NS95c, NS95b, Par95, Ubo96].

Sundsted [Ano98f]. **sung** [mWFC97].

SunWeb [NS95c, NS95b]. **Superhighway**

[Ano95k, IEE96e, RC96, Bar97, Bar98b, CPM95, Cim96, Del95b].

SuperJANET [Pul95]. **SuperJournal** [Pul95].

Supersedes [Ros97]. **SuperSQL** [Toy98].

Suppliers [Ano95-38]. **Support**

[Ano93h, Ano95f, Bal98a, BE95, DHR97, EH97, Eng94, Gar99, GN95, IEE94a, Int88c, Int88d, KD98, Lot95, Mol95a, RL95a, Sei95, Ano96y, BHZ96, Ber96a, Bot93, Can89, Can90, CP93, Fuc96a, HMRL95, Int87, Int88f, Int88g, Int88h, Int88i, Int88j, Int91a, Int91b, Int91c, Int91d, Int92a, KMA+96, KS95b, KGK94, MM95b, OSEM+96, Rag94a, TF95, Ten95, WR94].

supported [MR93b]. **Supporting**

[Ano97w, Ano97-45, Bro97, MKNS87, VV96, YF96, Rod92]. **Supports** [SHW95]. **Sure** [Kle94].

Surface [GLTH98, IEE94b].

Surfaces [GLTH98]. **Survey**

[HN96a, Kan93b, LC93, Fra99, HG96a, Hen96a, HG96b, Loe94, Sum98].

Surveys [SM96a, Lit98]. **Sustainable** [MDK98].

Sweden [GJT97, LR94]. **sweeping** [Car95b]. **Swim** [KH95b]. **Switzerland**

[Cai94b, Dra95b, Dra95a]. **Sybase**

[GWD94]. **Sydney** [K+98]. **Symantec**

[Ano97-51]. **Symbolic** [Kuc97, Fat97].

Symposia [Pao96]. **Symposium**

[ACM94c, ACM99b, A+98, Ano90e, Ano93p, Ano981, BBJR96, CEG96, Cim96, DGBH93, FJ92, Fon93, FW96, Gar95, HW94, HW96b, HK94, HK95b, IE94b, IEE95e, IEE96n, IEE99b, IDK98, Joy98, Kle96, Kuc97, Len93, LG94b, MZZ96, Mas97, MWEK97, Mos96, MB97b, NM95b, NP96, SB97, SR98, SB99, Ste95a, Ste96b, USE97b, WS95b, dN97, Ano95v, Ano97-27, Ano97-43, Ano99d, BP96, Bor96, Bout97b, Chin98, HT97, Oke93, Oke95, PKM99, RM96a, RS97, Ste96d].

Synchronization [Rad95, WKD96].

**submitting** [Van89]. **suboptimal** [SM93a].

**substance** [Wor97]. **Substantive** [DP95b].

**success** [GK93, PW96]. such [PH97a].

**SUGI** [Ano96-36, Gra96d]. **Suite**

[Kro99, Voi97]. **Suited** [USO97].

**Summaries** [Ano88d]. **summary** [Cav94].
Synchronous [FLF95b, RW95a, FLF95a]. syntactic [Con93]. Syntax [DK97, WF89]. synthesis [COW98, Gor95]. Synthetic [MGVS97, GSE+94]. Syracuse [IEE96c]. Sys [Bun96]. System [Ano97w, BA97, DGG+92, DK97, DR95d, ERPNS97a, ERPNS97b, FH97, FNN97, HLS97, HSCZ97, HLR97, HH99b, IEE97c, It098, JRK95, Kee95, KK98, Kro99, LHL97, MBH95a, Mue95, MP94, Nat99b, NP96, Neg95, Nic97, OISEM97, Pop97, Rad95, RW95b, RL95a, RKL+98, SD96a, SHW95, SWC+95, SBD+95, Shi98, SBS95b, Ste95c, Sun98a, TBS97, TABA+94, Zha95, Ano95l, Ano97l, Ano97-54, Ano98r, AOS91, Bai93, BBB88, BDH+95, DJ96, DMM90, EH96, FW93, Har94, HIYO96, Hay93, INIK96, IN96, KK94, KTK+95, KZSC96, KSC96, KS98c, KSM+98, Lan94, LS96, YF96, MG94a, MBH95b, MN95b, OSEM95, OST94a, OSEM95, PY98, Pou94, RRS+93, SF90, Sm93, TF95, VB95b, Wan99, Wha92, Wol91, YT96, d'H95a, MSY97, Bar95, DGG+92, EAG+95, LG94a, MOTA95, MN95b, NM95a. system-Collaborwriter [MG94a]. system-technology [OST94a]. System/9000 [DGG+92]. Systematic [SRB96, BMY95]. Systemen [GS87]. systemes [Int86b, Int88e]. systemics [COW98]. Systems [ACM94c, ACM95b, AS94a, Ano90a, Ano91c, Ano93i, Ano96a, Ano96-35, Ano97-38, Ano97-45, Ano98o, Ano99a, AA97, BSB98, Bla94, BK99, Cze98, DWV95, DS96, Ear87, GS87, HMK97, IEE94a, IEE95e, IEE95d, IEE95g, IEE96b, IEE96k, IEE96l, IEE96i, IEE97c, IEE98b, Int86b, Int86a, IR94, Kho94, KMS99, LK95, LM95b, MKE98, MP96, M95, OM97, QSB98, RB95b, SS99, Shr95, Sol88, Ste95b, TB96a, Thr95, TR92, TW98, USE95, USE97b, VC96, Wid94, WHC95, Ame85, AC93, Ame91, AT95, AHB98, Ano94f, BCK+94, BFM96, BDK95, Bot92, Can89, COW98, CT+98, CL99, Chu98, DPB91, Dud97, ERPNS97a, EG90, EG91, For96b, Gup97, HE94, HB98, IEE96o, Int86c, Int86d, Int88e, KIM+97b, Kru90b, LHKC96, Lev93b, Lit96, LDWN96, Loe94, LG94b, Ma97, Mor95a, PKM99, RM96a, RS97, RT95]. systems [SDAMZ95, SSK97, Uza92, WF98b, WF89, WF90, WR94, Kro99]. Systems-Multimedia [IEE97c]. systemy [CK98]. systemy [Dan98a, HS97a].

Technical [Ano90d, Ano94r, Ano95-37, Ano96b, Ano98u, BBG+95a, BG96, Dav93, Ano93k, Int92a, Int92b, Joy98, Kle96, Kru90b, LaT89, LQ97, MFSF95, MWEK97, She95, TA99, Van95c, WCM99, Wil94a, And88, Ano97a, Ano97c, CP93, CF94, FM99, GF93, Hen91, IEE96a, IEE98d, Rob96, St.99a, USE96, Zim95].

Technique [BR95, Fra91, Tes96a, Gol96].

Techniques [BKT96, Bou95a, Con97, DWV95, HLS97, Int87, Int91c, Int92a, Int92b, LHL97, Mic97, Nal90, RBR95, SS98, War98, Zha95, Can90, Hs98, Int88i, Int91d, SWC99, SCW99, SVC99, Int88h].

Technische [Ano97-48].

technischen [Wie94].

Technological [ACM96d].

Technologies [ACM94a, ACM98, Ano96u, CV98, FFKO99, HPS95, IEE94b, IEE96e, IEE96j, IEE96c, Int91d, USE97b, Ano96-32, BKPF97, Ddu97, HW94, Mor95a, OKT92, Sug96, SIF+96, Tub95, Vau94, Wes99, Yok93].

Technology [ACM94b, ABY94, Ano88f, Ano91b, Ano93u, Ano93t, Ano96-31, Ano96-42, Ano97-49, Ano99h, AA97, C+98, IEE94a, IEE95c, IEE96m, IEE99a, Isk96, Kro99, LMT98, Lot95, Mur92a, Mur92b, NB95, OBO97, Owe95, RPW97, TCV92, Uns96, AC93, Am91, ABHY96, And96c, Ano93d, Ano96s, Ano97n, Ano97-27, Ano97-40, ABG96, BEE96a, CBK98, EAZ98, ERPN97a, Gol96, Int91a, Int91b, Int91c, Int91d, Int97, Intxx, IDK98, Ish94b, Ish94a, IN96, Kung96, Lie95, MM97, M+97, NS98, OST94a, Owe96, Pes95, Rub92, Rus98, Tit98, W+98b, Whe96].

Technology-Based [Isk96].

Tecnologia [Gar97b].

TeCo3D [Man98].

TEDI [MR93c].

TEI [Ano96-38, Der99a, Dun95g, Gi95, Haa93, ISM95, MW92, Sea95].

TEI-TERM [MW92].

Tel [Ano99d, BP96, IEE98c].

Tele-Aviv [IEE98e].

Tele [MKBB95].

Tele-Confereencing [MKBB95].

Telecommunication [HKM+96].

Telecommunications [Ano91b, Lav97].

Teleconferencing [Ano94h, Ano97-50, Rus98].

telecooperation [Mau98].

Teleoperated [AVN98].

Teleoperation [HMIHK97].

telepathology [DBR96, MRBB96].

Telepresence [Hue98, Soa98].

Telerobotic [Ano97w].

Telescopes [CB95c].

Television [Qay96].

TeWeb [SDK+96].

Telework [SM94].

Teleworking [Ano94h].

Template [Ano97-41, HY97, Kri98, Sad97].

Template-Based [HY97].

Templates [SD98].

Temporal [Ano97-53, HM97, PFBF97, TABA+94, Er93].

Ten [Eva96, Za97, Str96].

Tennessee [Ano95m].

Tenth [Ano98q, Jac98].

Term [CJ95, Shr95, MW92].

Term-Concept [Shr95].

terminographic [Re93].

terminologie [BKPF97, Fon93].

Terminology [Fon93, Sch93, MW92, MR93c, WS95b].

Terrain [BW97].

Tertiary [PE95].

Test [Arm96, Ber95, Ber96c, Cov96, Dot95, Kro99, SHW95, Voi97, Am91, Ber96b].

Testbed [Kee95].

Testing [Ano91b, Miel99, AC93, Am91, Lew91].

TEX [Ham97c, Won94].

T_{E}X-based [Wit86].

Texas [Ano99a].

T_{E}Xnician [Eij92].

Text [Ano88g, BBSM96, Bar94, BCK+94, Boa90, CC97, Coo96, Doh98, Fly98, Gon94, Int86b, Int86a, Intxx, JMB95, JJS95b, JJS95c, LaT89, Lap99, Lic91, Lin94, Lore94, MCPF91, MR99b, Neg95, Ore88, Pe95, Sea94, Sea96a, Sun98a, TBS97, Zha95, ZR93d, Ame85, AC93, Ano95-31, Bar98a, BG+95a, EEE95, Bry93, Can89, DSDT96a, Dra94, Etr94, Gil92, Gol89, Gv92, Int88a, Int88b, Int88e, Int91a, Int91b, INIK96, Ish94b, Ish94a, Kas95a, Koc94, LZSD95, Mac91, MBHL91, MN95a, MA96, MNA91a, MNA91b, Neg92, O'C92b, O'C92c, OKT92, San94, DSDT96b, Van89, ZR93c, ZR93b, Hoc93b, Int86c, Int86d].

Text-Hypertext [ZR93d].

Text/relational [BCK+94].

textbook [Sm97a].

textbooks
[GB94]. Textes [Ano96t]. Textile
[Ano96-40]. Textiles [Lam96]. Texts
[AMN97, HYZ96, Rad98, BHK+98, CR95a, Dob98, GF93, Gay94, Gio95, Hen95, Hoc93a, Job95a, LM95a, OI97b, Sea96a, Sea96b].
Textual [Cam94, GB98, Mil93, Pet95, Shi98, Shr95, CR95b, Rob94c]. textured [War98].

th [Ska98]. Thanks [Vac96b].

theater [Dan98b]. their [Ano95r, BVN95a, BVN95b].

them [Ano95-35, Ano96-32]. Theme [PS95].


third-generation [MM95a]. Thirteenth [ACM94c].

Third [ACM98, ABY94, ABB99, Bea95b, IE96m, NW97, RM95b, SS99, Sch93, Ano97-27, HS98, IE95f, MM95a, SR98, VC96].

time-based [NKN91a, NKN91b, Int97].

time-dependent [MP95a]. Times [Pro95].

Timothy [HV92, Pri96b]. Title [IE98d].

Tk [Ass96, USE97a, USE98, WU96]. Tke [Sch93]. TkWWW [Spe95]. TM [Vin98].

TN [Ano98t, Mas97, Mei97]. Today [Gill93, MM99a, BK96, Mur90, Rob96].

Todd [Ano98f]. Todo [Ste98].

Toga [SMM95a, SMM95b]. TOGA-Tao [SMM95a, SMM95b].

Toga [SMM95a, SMM95b]. TOGA-TAO [SMM95a, SMM95b]. Together [Ano97-44, BE95, Br96a].

Tokushima [Ano97-42, Ano99f].

Tokyo [IE96b, IE98f, MTH99]. tomorrow [BK96, Wil96b].

Too [Mag97]. Tool [CAD+95, Dom95b, EKS95, Fab95, FH97, Fer93b, Kro99, LH96, LN99, MKBB95, OPW95, Pe97b, RW95a, Sin97, ACM96e, ACD+95, Ano95-29, Bar98a, Dom95a, GL93, KTK+95, Liu98, Ric94, San94, VGGB95, Wag97, LD95b, LSW95].

Toolbox [Sig96].

tooling [Gre98b].

Top [Sch95c, Str96, Yuz98].

Topical [Ano97g, Ano97-52, Eij92].

topic [IEE95d, Nat99a].

topics [Ano96y, Jon95].

Top [Int88h, Int91c, Int92a, Int92b]. Track [Ano96k, ERPNS97a, ERPNS97b, Goo94].

Tracking [DB96].

Track [Ano96b, IE97e, MD94, Pig96]. Trade-offs [MD94].

Trade [SP99b]. Traditional [DCG+95].

Traffic [Sad95, BC95, CB95].

Training [Cas96c, Fer93b, TGT98, SM94, Ten95, VD98, WW96].

Traitement [Int86b, Int88c, Int88d, Int88i, Int88e].

transaction [BB99a]. transactions [Cha99].

Translator [Cam94, Rob94c].

Transfer [BLFF96, FGM+97, MKEB98, Nag99, NB95, Ano90d, Yee99].

Transformation [Fre95, Hon95, Pit95, STA98a, FW93, Sum94].

Transit [Ano96w].

Translation [Ano97-39, LL97]. Transitioning [NPPR95].

Translating [Ano92b, Hoe97].

Translation [Ano92b, Gog90, WR99, MBO93, MYN96, Wal90].

Translator [SDSS95, Mar98].

translators [Bus88].
transportation [Win96]. trek [Kau96].


Tuning [CN98]. Tuplet [Gog90]. Turner [Pri96b].


used

USENIX [Ano91f]. User [ACM95c, ACM96d, Als95a, Als95b, Ano93f, Ano95p, Ano97k, Ara98, ADE93, Bar92, BR95, BE95, Bun96, Can99, DDM96, FMW95, HLR97, KMA + 96, Mag97, MP98b, Nad96, NS95c, NS95b, Pol95, SS88, APB + 99, BC90, Cha93, CMP91, DT95, DD94, EBR +96, Eng97, Fuc96b, HMRL95, Lig94, MP98c, MP99, Orb93, PH97b, TC96, Wan97, Wil92]. User-centered [Cha93]. User-Interface [Ano95p]. User-Oriented [ACM96d]. Users [Ano96-36, Ano97-31, Ano98t, Bee97b, BH95b, BFH98, Bro97, Fly95, Gra96d, Ano94u, KPD96]. Uses [RBBW95, Sav95, Hef95]. Using [AVN98, ASWS98, Ano95-42, Ano97k, Ano97-53, BMDB98, Ber95, BS95c, BHK +95a, BJK9, BH98b, BQRT95, Bur99a, Cam94, CP94, Chi95, CJ +96, CJ98, CGLV94, CH95, CSM97, Dod94, DC98, Ebe98, ETT97, Ey95, FJ96, For96a, Fox95, FFK099, FB99b, GHH97, Gro95, HLS97, Hah91, HN95a, HK95a, HM97, Hen99, HJS98, Hic98, HB97b, HTL95, Hon98, ID99, Iv95, JOA98, KS98, KS98b, Kru96, LO96, LOA +96, Lad96, LO +97, LO98, LO +99b, LH97, Lew97, LB98b, LS98, Lim95a, Lim95b, Lim96, LSC96, LC95, Lun95a, Mac93, Mal98, MKVJ99, Mee96, MHP98, MN95b, Mor95a, Mor99a, Mue95, MK96a, MM95b, Nat99b, Nak94, NF96, NF97, New95a, New95b, NS95a, Pat97, PS98b, Pel97a, Phi97b, PSG92, Ple95, Pop97, Qay96, RJKS96, Res95, RWBS97, Rob94a, RM97a, SS99, SJ96, SH95]. Using [Shi98, SBS95b, SR96, Ste96c, Tay95b, Tes96a, Tes96b, Tuc99, Whi96b, YVOO97, ZKM95, ZJ96, ABH93, AS96, BBSM96, BH98a, BB99a, BS95b, Bot98, Can90, Chr95, CR94, CW95, Dob91, Dun95f, DM96, EM99, Erf93, Gau96b, Ges91, GL99, GR97, GR99b, He95, Hol99b, HMMSS95, HL97, HLL93, Int87, Int88h, Int88i, Int91c, Int91d, Int92a, Int92b, KDC95, KH95a, KIM +97b, KSM +98, Lap98, Lev96b, LS99, Loc97, Mc92, MWVE99, Nad96, NANK96, NR96c, Pao96, Put94, RBZ95, RBBN95, RW96a, Rob94b, Rob94c, SWH95, SD98, Sh96a, SPI96a, TRMR97, Tra97, WSOSS98, WS99, Wat99, Wea97]. Utah [ACM97a, IEE97b, Isk96]. utility [SR93]. Utilizes [Ano90f]. Utilizing [FP95, FMC95]. uvodu [HS97a]. UW [Ano88g]. Uxbridge [Bow97].
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